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The field of copy testing is still in the early stages
of its developnent. It has not yet attained its destined place
in the advertising sun. Its use is being constantly increased,
its value is becoming more recognizable, and its acceptance by
the advertising profession as a whole is forthcoming*
The idea of copy testing cannot be traced back to any par-
ticular person, or to any particular time. It is a natural out-
growth of the development of advertising. It may be called a
product of advertising failure, for its chief purpose is to cur-
tail the lack of success in advertising or check the mistakes of
advertising display. Many men have become prominent in this work,
but it is impossible to give all the credit to any one of than.
Copy testing, as such, is not really a separate field of ad-
vertising, but rather it is integrated with the many phases of
advertising production. It is associated with copy and layout
,
and with the problems of size, appeals, color, methods,and tech-
niques. Space buying and selling, and the actual publishing of
the advertisement are also closely allied with the subject.
The field of which copy testing is most evidently a part
is advertising research. In his book, Advertising Research
,
Percival ^i/hite describes the function of this field and the meth-
ods which it employs most adequately,
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Adverbising research is the application of the
scientific methods to advertising. Scientific
method is the same whether applied to physics,
biology, geology, or advertising. It begins with
the gathering of facts, continues with the re-
gistration and measurement of the data thus ob-
tained, and then arranges, charts, end tabu-
lates them, jFinally, it draws tentative con-
clusions, When these have been tested eaiiaus-
tively and reduced to a workable hypothesis,
they are generally termed 'principles* or *laws.'
The first step in approaching advertising scien-
tifically (and to advertising men perhaps the most
difficult step) is to divest one*s self of pre-
conceived notions, personal convictions, and
confidence in one*s mastery of the subject. The
mind must be open to every new idea, whether it
upsets previous theories or not. The mental mood
must be objective, not subjective. Bias, preju-
dice, and persuasion must be cast out. Data must
not be accepted at their face value, but investi-
gated at their soxirce. The aim must be to criti-
cize but not to condemn; to analyze, but not to
destroy. The truth alone must rule. The first
step, in other words, is to acquire the scientific
attitude.
The second requisite for the scientific study of
advertising is a working knowledge of the scien-
tific method. This procedure is substantially
the same regardless of the subject approached,
and it is simple enough for any intelligent per-
son to master,
A third qualification for advertising research
is the scientific outlook. This is merely an
acquaintance with what science is doing in oth-
er fields of human activity, together with a
grasp of the interrelated factors, a broad per--
spective of commercial and economic endeavor
will simplify the task of studying advertising,
which then asstmies a position of relatively mi-
nor importance. Once the awe is taken away from
advertising, its glamour disappears, and its
working, though less impressive is easier to un-
derstand. (1)
(1) White, Percival, Advertising Research (New York, 1927), pp, 1,2
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There are numerous methods of copy testing in use at the
present time, and there are probably twice as many in their
preliminary stages of development. This study deals with the
methods which are most popular with advertising men, and which
are most apt to be successful. The tests to be discussed are:
1. The opinion test
2. The inquiry and coupon return test
3» The sales area test
4. The recall test
5» The recognition and identification test
These five tests will be the chief subjects of discussion of
the report, Sach will be treated as a distinct unit, although
there will be no implication that they are not applicable to
Use in pairs or in combination. An additional chapter will
be included to discuss the more recent, relatively untried
methods of copy testing, strong emjihasis will be placed on the
recently developed Eye Camera technique in this chapter. Under
each of the tests, the following shall be included in the dis-
cussion*
1. A definition and description of the test with a short
biographical sketch of the persons prominently associated
with the study,
2. A brief discussion of the scope of the test with de-
tailed discussion of its operation,
3. A critical study of the test with an attempt to bring
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out the high points as well as the flaws and limitations
of the test.
Also, a special chapter will be insBrted discussing a stu-
dy on the effect of product advertising upon the conciousness
of the college student which was conducted by the author at
Boston University and involved the use of several variations
of the recall test. The study attempts to detennine the possi-
bility of noting the effect of advertising on a reader's urge
to purchase. The value of such an investigation is open to
question, but it is offered here as a practical illustration
of the application of copy testing methods in the field.
Testing may be applied in any of three periods in the
life of an advertisement. It may be applied before the adver-
tisement has been released, it may be applied after the adver-
tisement has been released locally to a small circulation, or
it may be applied after the advertisement has been generally
released. Testing applied to advertising before it has been
published is generally referred to as pre-testing (the adver-
tisement), whereas testing applied after publication is re-
ferred to as post-testing (the advertisement). Of several pre-
tests, the opinion test is the only one which enjoys wide popu-
lar favor. The other tests are all post-testing in nature. It
is often desirable and quite possible to employ two or more
methods in solving a problem. If the two methods present cor-




Copy testing may be applied to all media, but in this dis-
cussion, only printed advertising as it applies to the subject
will be studied,
uopy testing cannot be carried 04 in a slip shod manner
and obtain resulxs which will b^ satisfactory. It must be
thought out scientifically; applied from a scientific viewpoint.
In preparing a test, care must be taken in defining the prob-
lem, in selecting the sample to be used, in using the proper
technique in the gathering of data, and in interpreting the re-
sults obtained.
The subject of copy testing is not cut and dried; but
highly controversial and alive. It is presented here in that
light. The subject matter in this report is based on past ex-
perience, however, idiich still is open to some controversy al-
though generally accepted in the field. It is hoped that the
discussion will bring forth a slight extension of the edited
knowledge in the field of copy testing, and that it will pre-
sent a true pictiire of the subject as it exists today. The
subject matter contained in the report has been obtained from
books and periodicals, class room study of the subject, and
interviews with men in the field.

Chapter II*
THE OPINION OR CONSUlviER JURY TEST
Of all of the copy tests, the consiimer jiiry or controlled
opinion test has brought forth the most controversy. It has
been argued pro and con by everyone from the agency office boy
to the agency president. Its definite origin remains one of
the mysteries of the field. It quite probably originated in
the advertising agency. Agency executives were in the habit
of asking their employees' opinions on finished advertisements
or on certain parts of the advertisement. The consumer jury
test may easily be a natural outgrowth of this situation, VJhat-
ever its history, the fact remains, that the consumer Jury test
is the second most widely \ised of all of the copy tests.
The consimier jury test is the predominant pre-test which
can be applied to advertising. No other pre-test has, as yet,has
proven itself of any great value. To pre-test an advertisement
is to test it before it is released for publication. The con-
sumer jury test is designed to test the effectiveness of an en-
tire advertisement or any part of any psychological function of
the advertisement.
The consumer jury test involves the selection of the best
of several advertisements by a group of people knovm as the con-
sumer jury. The consumer jury, in an accurately controlled test,
consists of a group of consumers selected as representative of
-6-

the audience to which an advertisement is directed. The test
is often referred to as the controlled opinion test because the
opinions must be obtained from a particular group of people un-
der a controlled set of circumstances. These circumstances are
set up by the testing agency according to the principles which
the agency has found bring forth the most accurate results,
Accuracy is the all important item in this and all other copy
tests. It is the factor vrtiich eliminates bias from a study,
T^iich stresses honesty of calculation, and which makes for
careful and correct analysis of the results ^ich are obtained
from the test. Testing is valueless and harmful where accuracy
has been sacrificed in favor of some ulterior motive.
The consumer jury test is comparable only, that is, it
only measiires each advertisement in terms of another advertise-
ment Tiidiich has been measured. In the case ithere the efficien-
cy of the advertisement used in the test is already Isnown, a
comparison with this advertisement will give a fairly clear
picture of the efficiency of the others.
Fundamental Concept of the Consumer Jury Test
The consumer jury test is based on a fundamental concept,
the basic truth of which is determinant of he accuracy and the
validity of the test. The test technique i;s based on the prin-
ciple that the thing a small group will prefer corresponds with
great closeness to the thing which a larger group may prefer.
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provlded of course, that the small group represents a sampling
of the large group. People tend to differ individually but
compare as a group. This is a scientific law of advertising.
Referring to this, Dr» Daniel Starch writes:
The experiments that have been made bear
witness to the existance of a belief that ad-
vertising can become a science; that adverti-
sing effects are governed by laws and not by
chance; and that those laws, whatever they
are, can be discovered and formulated for
practical application. This theory is sup-
ported by the trend of psychological find-
ings with respect to human action. As it be-
comes more and more apparent that people in
the mass can be depended upon to act in a
given way under given conditions, in other
words, as a science of human behavior is
developed, the elusive 'personal factor*
urtiich at one time seemed to prohibit at-
tempts to formulate general laws concerning
a matter so dependant on the personal fac-
tor as advertising, ceases to iook so for-
midable, (1)
The laws of average have been and can be applied to adverti-
sing with great accuracy. With correct control, a test of a
sample 200 or 300 selected statistically from a group of
10,000 will give a result ii^ich will closely approximate the
result that should have been obtained had the entire 10,000
been tested.
Methods of AT3t)iyiiijo: the Consumer Jury Test
In regard to the test, there is the problem as to xn^ether
it is more desirable to test advearfcisements as a single unit
or to test them part by part, that is, for headline, illustra-
tion, slogan, copy, etc. Psychological experiments conducted





in this and other fields seem to bear out the fact that even
T^en judging advertisements part by part, the subject is like-
ly to base his impression on the effect which the advertisement
as a total single unit has made upon him. This does not mean
that testing advertisements part by part does not have value,
but it does mean that the results from each method will close-
ly approximate one another. The part by part method is best
applicable to the study of particular sections of an advertise-
ment.
The consumer jury test has been employed under three meth-
ods of application. The three methods vary but slightly, and
they all give results ^ich are comparable; although in a given
situation, one variation of the test may be more applicable than
another.
Probably the simplest and most inexpensive of the varia-
tions of the consumer j\ny test is to give the jury a series of
advertisements and ask each juror to rank the advertisements in
the order irtiich he thinks they will produce sales. Although the
method may be used with an advertising campaign, it is much more
applicable to single advertisements. The use of this method is
limited by its one fundamental fault. In many cases, there will
be advertisements in the set which will be ranked approximately
the same. Another advertisement may be ranked higher than either
of these two, but the total of the two greatly outweighs the
score of the one. It would seem highly probable that if one of
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of the two advertisements which were similar had been entered
alone, it would have received the highest score, A situation
resembling this may occur so often that the reliability of the
method becomes extremely doubtful.
Another variation of the consimier jury technique is the
check list by individuals. This involves the rating of each
advertisement on the basis of 10 or more points. These points
will vary with the testing agency but usually include such it-
ems as attention value, revelancy of the illustration, appeal
of the headline, sales ability of the copy, etc. To get the
score for each ad!?ertisement, a total of the 10 individual
scores is taken given the proper weight to each score. This
method is more complicated than the previous method suggested,
but it still may be classed as inexpensive. Its <diief fault
is that the subject *s opinion of the advertisement as a whole
influences his opinion of the various points which he is scor-
ing. This method is quite likely to bring forth a greater va-
riety in the results obtained because instead of one point of
judgment, the subject must give ten points of jud^ent. The to-
tal of the 10 points for each advertisement tested should be a-
bout the same as if the advertisement had been tested under the
method previously described.
Relatively the most expensive, but the most accurate of the
variations of the consumer jury test is a variation of the meth-
od irftiich was described first. Instead of presenting the subject

with five or six advertisements and asking him to rate them in
order of preference, the subject is confronted with only two ad-
vertisements and asked to select the one which he considers to
"be the most effective. This method is more complicated to con-
duct, but the result satisfies the means because the possibility
of a split vote is almost entirely eliminated, and if it should
occur, it can be easily discovered. This method is best applied
to a comparison of advertising campaigns, (l), (2)
The test may be carried on by mail. This involves mailing
out copies of the test advertisements to a selected Jury and re-
questing them to fill out certain forms concerning each adver-
tisement. This method is less expensive, but it cannot be con-
sidered as accurate as the personal interview method.
Conducting the Consumer Jury Test
In conducting any of the variations of the test, the re-
searcher must emphasize the conducting of his test with complete
accuracy and lafik of bias. The most difficult step in the en-
tire test is the selection of a jury which is interested in the
product and ijrtiich represents a fair sampling of the prospects
which the magazine, newspaper, mail order, poster, or car card
advertisement is going to reach. Once the consumer jury is as-
sembled, the next important step is to get the jury in a frame
of mind so that the advertisements will be judged in an as un-
biased way as possible. The presentation of the advertisement
(1) Based on Advertising Research Foundation, Copy Testing (New
York, 1939) pp. 10-13




follows. The advertisements should be so presented that posi-
tion is eliminated as a factor in the test. This can he easi-
ly accomplished by mixing the advertisements so that the same
advertisement will not always appear in the same position. The
wording of the questions which are asked of the consumer jury
may have a great deal to do with the answers received. The
questions should be as clear and concise as possible without
being leading in nature. Q,uestions should be put uniformly to
all subjects. After the actual test has been completed, and
the jury has been dismissed, the problem of analyzing the re-
sults presents itself. Tabulation should be carried on in a
statistically acceptable manner, and any weights which are to
employed should be chosen with care. The analysis of the ta-
bulated data and its application concludes the test. The ac-
curacy of the results obtained are almost entirely dependent
upon the care and control exercised in the conducting of the
steps of the test, (l)
Use of the Consumer Jury Test
The consumer jury test is a widely used test. This is
true, however, chiefly because the test is so inexpensive.
The test may be applied in the early preparatory stages of
the development of an advertising cejapaign in such a man-
ner as to give an inexpensive judgment of the potentialities
of the campaign. Many advertising men advocate the use of the
(l) Caples, John, "Tested Advertising and How Tests Are Ivlade,"
Printers Ink Weekly
.
(November 22, 1934) 169:49-51,

test in all cases althoxigti they warn that the results obtained
from the test should be heavily discounted.
The consumer jury test would, on the surface, seem to be
the ideal advertising test. It is inexpensive, and it is a
pre-test. It is easy to apply, and it is simple to tabulate.
Such being the case, why hasn't the test replaced all other
methods of testing? Why hasn't it received universal accept-
ance in advertising? The answers to these questions explain
^y copy testing is still in the controversial stage. The
consuijer jury method of testing has not been universally ac-
cepted and has not abolished other testing methods because it
has failed to prove itself a consistently accurate method for
checking advertisements. It offers no easily applied check
for reliability. It still contains too many 'ifs' to be the
one and only copy testing technique.
Advantages of the Consumer Jury Method of Copy Testing
To fairly criticize anything, the good points as well as
the bad points must be fairly shown. The advantages of the
test (those already mentioned are repeated here) are:
1, The consumer jury test makes for the most inexpensive
copy testing. This factor was strongly emphasized in
the preceding discussion,
2, The general public is likely to give better opinions
concerning an advertising campaign than a person work-
ing in an advertising agency. Prospective buyers can
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give a much more accurate evaluation of an adveirtisement
from a selling point of view than can be made categori-
cally by an advertising expert. This is true because
the advertising expert has become advertising concious
•
3, The test offers the advantage that the ohly factor ex-
erting any important influence is the advertisement it-
self. No outside factors such as media, position on
the i)age or in the publication, or competing advertise-
ments come into consideration. This makes the test re-
latively simple to conduct because the necessity of con-
trolling these outside factors is eliminated,
4, Where time is an important factor, the consumer jtiry
test is the speediest test available. Once the materials
have been set up, and the jury selected, the test, under
ordinary circimistances, can be accomplished in but a few
hours time,
5, The consumer jury test is a pre-test. This is a distinct
advantage because it enables an advertisement to be tested
before it is published.
Disadvantages or Dangers of the Consumer Jury Method of Testing
The disadvantages of the test present a peculiar situation.
They are not disadvantages in a tine sense, rather they are dan-
gers, which because they are so often overlooked have almost
become disadvantages. In many instances, it is possible to over-
come these disadvantages. Be that as it may, however, the
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disadvantages or dangers of the test are:
1. The consumer jury test is conducted under a condition
which is to all purposes artificial. The average Ameri-
can is definitely advertising concious. Once asked his
opinion of an advertisement, he immediately iissimies 1he
position of an advertising expert, and rather than stat-
ing that he likes an advertisement because it has sales
ability, he is much more apt to go into a long discus-
sion on the relative merits of each minute portioa of
the advertisement. This is more truth than fiction. It
is a serious indictment of the test because it brings
forth a result vdiich is not representative of the aver-
age consijmer,
2. The test offers no simple method for checking the truth
of the results obtained. This is one of the major faults
of the test. True, accuracy of the test may be deter-
mined after the tested advertisement has been run, A
check on sales in the area would accomplish this, although!
it would not prove tihat another advertisement would not
have pulled better,
3. The selection of individuals to represent the consumer
j\iry is difficult. Individuals are often selected who
have no interest whatsoever in the product advertised,
resulting in a situation ^ich fails to bring forth
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accurate opinions. On the surface, this merely appears
to be a danger of the test. It has become a disadvan-
tage because it occurs so often. It can be overcome
through careful selection of the jury.
4, The fact that the majority of the testing is done with
advertisements which are rough and have no finished
art work represents another disadvantage of the tech-
nique. The advertisement which is chosen the best is
artistically complete by the time it is published. The
quality of the unfinished art work as compared with the
finished art work is an untested factor which may or may
not have an effect on the accuracy of the test,
5, The consumer jury test is based on the idea that peo-
ple are able to determine the motives Tdiich lead them
to purchase merchandise. Such is not the case, however,
for few people are able to determine intelligently, es-
pecially when being fonnally questioned, the motives
which have led them to buy merchandise. This is a dis-
advantage of the test and not only a danger.
These disadvantages apply to the consumer jury test where
the jury is not permanent, that is, where a different jury is
employed for each test. The use of a permanent jury, that is
,
the use of the same jury over and over again presents another
problem and several other disadvantages. The permanent jury in-
volves the selection of a jury which sits in semi-permanently
as advertising judges. The advantage being, of course, that
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the use of the permanent jury does away with the necessity of
finding a new jury for each subsequent set of advertisements
which are to be tested. In addition to the disadvantages lis-
ted previously, the use of the permanent j\uy also entails the
following disadvantages;
1, A permanent consumer jury is likely to become more and
more advertising concious as time goes on. The jury
will change from being a committee of consumers to one
of experts,
2« If the advertisements which the permanent jury are to
judge are not directed continuously to an audience of
T^ich the jury is a sample, the validity of the test
would be open to serious question for no longer would
the jury be representative of the audience to be reached
by the advertisement.
3. The permanent consmer jury will undoubtedly, except
in limited cases, te judging advertisements featuring
different products. The result will naturally be that
one or more of the jury will be testing advertisements,
the product of idiich, they are not in the least interes-
ted in. This o.'jnnot i-f^r.ult in unfailingly accurate re-
sults.
Conclusions
In spite of its obvious faults, the consumer juiy test will
retain a place in copy testing. In fact, this writer urges using
it on all occasions. It is inexepnsive, and although the results

obtained must often be discounted, it may and will prove valua-
ble in the determination of trends. Two Harvard psychologists,
Professors Neil H, Borden and Osgood S, Lovekin made a study of
the consumer jury test in 1935* They employed the order of mer-
it or ranking technique. Their study resulted in the conelusion
that the consumer jury method can be depended upon to give ac-
curate rankings where proper care is taken in conducting the
test. This conclusion does not alter anything which has already
been said. The factors involving proper operation of the test
have not been outlined in formula fashion. There still remains
a good deal of guess work and personal opinion as to how the
test should be conducted, and while such a situation exists, the
test will not be absolutely reliable or valid. The consiamer
jury test is especially applicable to joint use with other tests.
It is only through constant use and experimentation that the
test can ever hope to approach perfection. If it should approach
such a state, all other tests will immediately become obsolete
and the consumer jury test will take its place as the supreme
copy test, (1),(2),(3),(4).
Advantages, disadvantages, end conclusions based on:
(1) Class study and interviews with men in the field,




(3) Firth, Leo, Testing Advertisements , (new York, 1934), pp. Tl-90,
(4) Borden, N.H. and Lovekin, O.S., "A Test of the Consumer Jury





THE INQ,UIRy AM) COUPON RETURN TEST
The coupon has existed in advertising since, and even pre-
vious to 1900. Its use until recent years was limited almost
solely to the function of selling, and its value as a testing
agent had been ignored. When copy testing first began to at-
tract attention, the coupon and subsequently the hidden offer
began to take on the additional function of testing. Its use
since that time has been divided between both its selling and
testing functions. No single individiial or group of indivi-
duals can be accredited with the development of the inquiry
and coupon return test. It was a joint venture of the entire
advertising field. The recent history of the test reveals a
decline in its use. This is due to the fact that the test has
not proven satisfactory to many advertisers, and that other
tests have been introduced to take the place of the inquiry
and coupon return test.
The test is generally restricted to use with three media:
magazines, newspapers, and direct mail. The situation in di-
rect mail differs from that existant in the other media. Di-
rect mail coupons are in the majority of instances designed to
perform a selling job primarily. In performing this selling
function, however, the testing fxinction is also operating. The




the results are not recorded. Many concerns employ the coupon
in direct mail for its dual p\irpose of selling and testing. They
have discovered that testing makes it possible to check on the
relative pulling power of each advertisement that they run. In
this way, they can choose those advertisements which pull in
the most inquiries and use them in their advertising. Among
the firms ^riiich have employed the inquiry and coupon return
test in mail order work, the following are outstanding:
Alexander Hamilton Institute (business training
for executives)
Dr, Eliot's Five Foot Shelf (Harvard Classics)
International Accountants Society ( correspondance
course in accounting)
Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Company (retirement
incomes)
Doubleday, Doran, and Company, Inc, (course in how
to speak French, book of etiquette, etc,)
S.W, Straus Company (investments)
Sherwin Cody (mail order course in correct English)
Newspaper Institute of America ( coirrespondance course
for authors)
International Correspondance School
Walter J, Black (publisher of DeMaupassant and other
authors in one volume)
Book of the Month Club (l)
By keying advertisements, direct mail advertisers are making it
possible to improve their copy as to headline, illustration,
and text. The operation of direct mail testing naturally var-
ies with different advertisers, but basically, there is one
technique. This technique involires the same principles and
operation as the technique employed in magazine and newspaper




coupon testing work. For this reason, discussion of the direct
mAil technique will be included in the subsequent discussion of
newspaper and magazine testing.
Advantages of the Newspaper as a Testing Medium
The inquiry and coupon return test is a post-test, that is,
it is a test which operates after an advertisement has been re-
leased to either a local circulation, or to its total circula-
tion. In cases vdiere direct mail work is not involved, adver-
tisers are wont to favor the newspaper over the magazine as a
testing medium in the majority of cases. The use of the news-
paper offers the following advantages:
1« Audiences can be more easily selected, because of the
flexible nature of newspaper circulation,
2, Newspapers are less expensive than magazines,
3, The time factor is more easily controlled in newspapers.
It is possible to place advertisements in newsi)apers on
much shorter notice than is the case with magazines.
4, The factor of seasonal variation is eliminated because
the newspaper test can be completed so quickly,
5, The use of the newspaper makes possible the running of
the test in different cities placing the advertisements
in different order to overcome the factor of repeat read-
ership,
6, In newspapers, it is relatively easier to obtain the
same position for each insertion. This tends to control
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to some extent, the usually uncontrollable surrounding
factors.
In spite of these advantages, many advertisers continue to favor
the use of magazines, (l), (2)
Use of Map;azines in the Inquiry and Coupon Return Test
Magazines offer the double advantage of copy testing and
business getting, ^^ere the ultimate use of the advertisement
or advertising campaign is to be in magazines, the use of maga-
zines sets the scene for the test better than does the news-
paper. It is the fact that the use of magazines involves so
much expense, takes too great a time, and involves the running
of the advertisements being tested to their total audience,
which restricts their use as a testing medim for the inquiry
and coupon return test.
Basic Assumption of the Inquiry and Coupon Return Test
The basic assumption behind the test is embodied in the
following statement of John Caples, "It has been proved many
times and by many advertisers that the advertisements which
bring the most inquiries usually bring the most sales." (3)
In support of this statement, there is the work of Dr. Daniel
Starch, tAio in an analysis which he made of five million in-
quiries, discovered that sales and inquiry curves were more
TiT Advertising Research Foundation, Copy Testing , (iJew York,
1939), page 81.
(2) Personal observation
(3) Caples, John, op. cit., p. 250.
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or less parallel. In contradiction, however, there is the
statement of Leo Firth, "In many cases, the people vho buy the
product are the very people who do not send in the inquiry," (1)
There is considerable controversy over this point. Through its
wide \ise, however, the inquiry and coupon return test has pro-
ven John Caples* statement to be basically correct. It is ac-
cepted here in that light. Its truth varies with the conditions
of the case, however. The coupon offer, for instance, is an
important controlling factor, A coupon offer of relatively
great value will produce more inquiries than 8 coupon offer of
a valueless article. This does not necessarily mean that the
one advertisement is a better sales producer than the other.
Under \isual testing conditions, however, there is no change in
the form of the offer in the different advertisements being tes-
ted.
The inquiry and coupon return test briefly involves the
running of a number of advertisements iriiich invite inquiries
and which are to be compared in one or more publications, and
detemining the value of each advertisement by the number of
inquiries which it attracts. Inquiry and coupon return testing
can be applied in a variety of forms,
Free Couijon Offer
The object of this test is to measure the effectiveness
of advertising by including in them a coupon offering an
(1) Firth, Leo, Testing Advertisements, (New York, 1934), p. 46.
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Artiele free to attract inquiries. The free offer is usually-
kept uniform in all of the advertisements being tested so as
to keep that single factor in control. The advertisements
^ifliich are heing tested may differ only in headline, in illus-
tration, or in text, or they may be entirely different except
for the coupon. The actual workings of the test involve the
running of the advertisements being tested in the testing medi-
um or media. It is desirable to place each advertisement on
the same page and in the same position on the page, VJhere mere
than one testing medium is employed, it is desirable to place
the advertisements in a varying order so that the factor of
repeat readership is partially controlled. The testing medium
should have the quality of having an audience which is typical
of the audience which will eventually see the entire campaign.
The free offer should be of such a nature that it will not
bring too many or too few returns. This can be determined by
running a test advertisement solely for the purpose of ascer-
taining this, Vnhere only one testing medium is employed, a
good statistical check tc determine the amount of repeat read-
ership is to run the first advertisement over again after the
entire set of advertisements have been run. Taking the number
of inquiries on the advertisement when it was first run and vAien
it was subsequently run, and comparing then, gives a fairly ac-
curate statistical measure of the correction which should be
applied. Coupons are keyed by various methods to make the test-
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ing possible. The most popular method is to place a keyed num-
ber on each coupon.
Charge Offer CouDon
The charge offer coupon differs from the free coupon offer
in that the charge coupon offer requires a small payment in or-
der to obtain the article offered. This may take the form of a
10<^. charge to cover the cost of handling and postage. The rea-
sons for the use of the charge offer are obvious,
1, The nature of the offer may be such that the company
could not afford to offer it free of charge,
2, The company may wish to eliminate the professional
coupon clipper by use of the charge offer,
3, By granting the offer free of charge, the company may
feel that the returns may be too great because of the
value of the offer.
The running and the other phases of the charge offer arc the
same as those employed for the free coupon offer.
Direct Mail Coupon
The direct mail coupon may take several forms depending
upon the purpose of the offer,
1, The coupon may take the form of a free offer. The pur-
pose in this case would probably be to determine the
number of prospective purchasers which the company
has and also to test the advertisements in which the
free offer is given.
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2* For the same purpose, the coupon may take the form of
a charge offer because of the greater value of the of-
fer.
3. The coupon my directly attempt to sell the article
which the advertisement presents. In this case, the
coupon may perform the double task of selling and
testing.
Hidden Offer
The hidden offer technique serves a purpose similar to
that of the coupon offer. It tends to decrease inquiries by
hiding the offer, and makinnr it necessary for the reader to
write a post card or letter instead of merely filling out a
coupon. There is no coupon involved, the offer being made
in some section of the advertisement's text usually towards
the end to make it necessary for the reader to continue through
the entire text in order to reach the offer.
There is a definite reason for the employment of the
various techniques in the application of this test. The use of
each is determined by the surrounding factors involved in a
particular case, (l), (2)
Use of the Coupon Offer
The free or charge coupon offer is employed Triiere one or
more of the following conditions exist.
Description of various forms of the test based on:
(1) Robinson, D,E,, "Copy Testing Verdict by Printer's Ink Mar-
ket Jury," Printer's Ink Weekly
.
(November 8, 1940), vol,
193, page 14,
(2) Advertising Research Foundation, op. cit, pp. 77-79,
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1. A large number of replies are w'^nted. In some instances,
the situation would indicate that a large number of in-
quiries are necessary in order to adequately test the
advert i seraent s
•
2. A large number of replies from children and professional
coupon clippers are not a handicap.
3. The coupon is used for sales. It is for this reason that
a great majority of direct mail advertising employs the
coupon rather than the hidden offer,
4. The circulation of the testing media is small. In this
case, the coupon will tend to return more inquiries than
the hidden offer.
5. Specific information about the prospect is wanted. This
can be secured by making it a part of the infoimation
on the coupon.
Use of the Hidden Offer
The hidden offer is employed under conditions resembling the
following
•
1, A large nimber of replies is not considered necessary,
2, Replies from children and professional coupon clippers
would be a handicap.
3, A reply is to be used merely for test purposes
4, The circulation of the testing medium is extremely large,
5, Specific data concerning the respondent is not necessary.
The inquiry and coupon return test has declined in use in the past
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few years, iliis has been true because in its present form, it
possesses several outstanding disadvantages. With its disad-
vantages, however, the test enjoys several advantages which prob-
ably accotmt for the wide use which it has enjoyed.
Advantages of the Inquiry and Goupoii Return Test
1, The test is relatively simple to run. It merely in-
volves the running of the advertisements to be tested
in the testing medium or media with the proper control,
and then waiting for the results to start pouring in,
2, The results are easy to compute and analyze. In the
tisual case, the results will clearly indicate the val-
ue of one advertisement over another,
3, The advertiser gets the benefit of the business which
the advertisement will bring as well as the value of
the test,
4, The test can be used as a study of a complete adver-
tisement or of individual sections of the advertisement,
5, The test can be run to a limited circulation.
Disadvantages of the Inquiry and Coupon Return Test
1, The test is somewhat artificial in that advertisements
are run at different times and the factor of surround-
ing editorial matter and advertisements is uncontroll-
able,
2, The fact that the advertisements are r\m in the same
medium makes for repeat readership. This can be
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partially overcome by the re-ninning of tlie first ad-
vertisement at the end of the test. The corrective
score obtained is not necessarily accurate because of
the peculiar outside circumsta^Jces such as weather,
outstanding news events, etc. which effect reader-
ship*
3, The test is post-testing in nature,
4, The test does not always fill the necessities of time.
Even where newspapers are employed as the testing media,
the test takes anywhere from 2 weeks to 2 months to
nm, ^ere a magazine is employed as the test medium,
the test may take months,
5« There is always the possibility of professional coupon
clippers and children exerting an important effect on
the results, (l),(2),(3)
The Split Run Technique
Recently, an innovation which was first introduced a few
years ago has begun to appear more frequently. It is a factor
vdiich v^en employed to a larger national scale will tend to
boost the stock of the inquiry and coupon retiim test, because
it tends to remove some of the outstanding disadvantages of
the test in its present form. This innovation has been aptly
termed, the split run, Ihe split run technique is the practise
(1) Personal observat ion
(2) Advertising Research Foundation, op.cit., pp, 91-92,
(3) Firth, Leo,, op, cit,, pp, 50-57,
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of dividing the circulation of publications into two parts and
running a different advertisement in each part. 'ITie division
is accomplislied by placing one advertising plate on the press
for half of the circulation, and then placing the other plate
on the press fior the other half of the circulation. Some pub-
lications have their printing work set up so that the magazines
or newspapers are so stacked that alternate copies of each
publication contain alternate copies of the advertisements
being tested. This method Is of definite value because it tends
to eliminate such factors or variables as position, season, lo-
cal preferences, cumulative effort, weather, size of cities,
and general business conditions. At the present time, the pro-
blem publications are experiencing is to re-interest advertisers
in the inquiry and coupon return test. The following publicatiens









Qiicago Tribune Sunday Metropolitan Section




New York Sunday News Rotogravure Section
New York Sunday Mirror I'lagazine Section
New York Times Sunday Magazine
New York Herald Tribune "This Week"
New York Herald Tribune Rotogravure Section (l)
In rxmning the split run test, there are several pitfalls
which the tester must attempt to evade. These pitfalls can be
overcome by observing the following rules,
1, The offer should remain the same in each test adver-
tisement. This includes the size and design of the
coupon,
2, Only the elements under test should be changed; other
elements should remain the same,
3, iinploy one advertisement as a control and repeat as one
part of every insertion.
4, Test in a fashion which is scientific and not hit or
miss.
With the employment of these principles and the split run
technique, there are great possibilities for the use of the in-
quiry and coupon return test in many cases which are suitable to
this type of test. It is not applicable to all types of adver-
tisements, products, or media. Where it can be used, however,
it is valid and reliable to the extent of a correlation of .82,
(1) West, Herbert, "Split Run Copy Testing," Advertising & Selling.
New York, (September, 1939), vol. 32. p. 38,
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The split run teclmique, if it expands, should result in an in-
creased use of the inquiry and coupon return test. There are
already many advertisers ^*o have emphasized the split run
technique in their advertising. The following recently com-

































Carter's Little Liver Pills




THE SALES AREA TEST
The sales area test presents a striking contrast to the
tests previously discussed. It is a field test, and it is de-
signed to measure the effectiveness of advertisements or of ad-
vertising media by a checlc on sales. Its background is obscure
although it enjoyed its greatest popularity in the 1920s'.
Basis of the Sales Area Test
The test is based on the fundamentally sound principle that
an advertisement ^ich is responsible for the largest total of
sales is the best advertisement. There is little controversy
over this principle; most advertisers are agreed as to its soxmd-
ness. There are many advertisers, however, who are not satisfied
with the methods employed in the carrying out of this principle.
The skill and experience of the testing agency are of primary
importance in this test. This factor cannot be overemphasized.
Operation of the Sales Area Test
As previously stated, the effectiveness of advertising is
ascertained on the basis of a check on sales. The test can be
conducted in three different ways depending upon the factors of
the particular case, AH three methods involve one starting




or areas in which the test is to be run. A control city or
several control cities and as many other test cities as are
deemed necessary for the running of the test advertising
must be selected.The control cities are supposed to repre-
sent areas where the average position of the product is pre-
sent. The control cities are used for comparison and con-
trol purposes only. In the selection of cities, the guiding
principle should be to choose cities isdiich are representa-
tive of the product's distribution. The selection of test
cities is scientifically, not arbitrarily, accomplished. The
testing agency must spend considerable time on research be-
fore the final selection is made. There is no specific for-
mula for the selection of cities, each product presents a dif-
ferent and distinct situation. Generally, however, the test
cities should have independent identities as markets, they
should be growing, and they should have diversified sources
of income. Short cut methods should be avoided as much as
possible. In cutting down the cost, these methods often cut
down on the reliability. As soon as the test bities have been
selected, the test is ready to continue under one of the
following three plans,
1. Where selling by mail is involved, the control cities
are usually eliminated. The advertisements to be tes-
ted are run at corresponding times and in correspond-
ing media in the test cities. The advertisements are
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rated on the basis of the niimber of sales which can
be attributed to each advertisement. This is the
simplest and the most inexpensive of the three meth-
ods, and it is the most reliable in the majority of
cases. The fact that it is limited to direct mail
advertising requires the use of the other two meth-
ods.
2, The most extensively used variation of the sales area
test is that one which involves the taking of inven-
tory before and after the test advertisements have
been run. Before the test is run, specific test stores
are selected in the test cities. Hesearch men accurate-
ly take inventory of the stock which each of these
stores has on hand, and they make sxire that the stock
is sufficient to carry the store through the test per-
iod. In some instances, where ethically possible, an
inventory record is taken of competitor's goods in or-
der to set up an additional comparisoij and control fac-
tor. As soon as this initial inventory has been taken
and provision has been made for a normal control of
outside factors, the test advertisements are run in
the media selected. A strong attempt is made to keep
the running of the test advertisements as uniform as
possible. This is accomplished by choosing those
media which are most comparable in circulation and
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audience in the various test and control towns. In
control cities, the company may run its regular adver-
tising, although in most instances, no advertising is
run* As soon as the campaign has been run, the re-
search men again take inventory of the product's
stock in the test cities. This second inventory is
repeated at intervals in order to check on the long
run effects of the campaigns. In the majority of cases,
the taking of the second inventory is spread over a
I)eriod of from two to six weeks depending upon the
factors of the specific case. In more elaborate tests,
inventory count is tabulated more frequently while the
test advertisements are being run. After the returns
come in, the advertisements are rated on the basis of
the increased rettirns which can be attributed to them.
There are various outside factors (to be discussed la-
ter) which may have a material bearing on the test. In
such instances, an analysis of these outside factors
should be made and correction scores determined,
3, The last method involves the use of the consumer inter-
view. Before the test advertisements are run, a crew
of investigators make calls on a representative sample
of the product's present and potential customers in the
areas being tested and question them as to their prefer-
ences for the type of product being tested. To make the
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questionnaire appear less specific, the investi-
gators ask a liost of other irrevelent questions.
The selection of the consumer sample is the most
difficult step involved in the test. It involves
a good deal of research to get a sample which is
representative of the total market and isfliich is
comparable in the various test cities. After the
test advertising has "been run, the investigators
are again sent out to conduct a second consumer
survey to determine the number of increased sales
•which have resulted from the test advertising.
This second survey is conducted over a period of
time in order to take into consideration the long
time effects of the advertising. It might be men-
tioned here that this form of the sales area test
has become practically obsolete, (l)
One of these basic methods is employed in practically
every sales area test. The use of these methods is not cut
and dried, however, and there are bound to be many variations
of them,
Uses of the Sales Area Test
The sales area test can serve a variety of uses in the
type of thing which it measiires. There are four basic uses
(l) Advertising Research Foundation, op, cit,, pp, 97-103,
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of the test, although these are not necessarily all inclusive.
1» The test may he applied to the measurenent of advertis-
ing in comparison with a previously determined normal
scale, A single advertisement or a series of advertise-
ments may be tested in this instance. The normal scale
is ascertained by averaging the results obtained from
previous advertising,
2, The test may be employed to measure and compare several
tjrpes of ^ew copy. The entire advertisements, or indi-
vidual features such as headline, illustration, text,
or slogan may be measured. In the latter case, the
test involves running basically the same advertisements
with only a headline, illustration, or slogan changed.
It is usual, however, to employ the test in the measure-
ment of complete advertisements,
3, It may be used to test new copy with copy already run
and tested. The purpose in doing this is that compari-
son is made just that more simple. It is usually used
to determine whether it is advisable to discontinue an
old copy theme in favor of a new one,
4, The fourth use of the test is not in the pattern set
by the first three. This use involves the employment
of the test in the measurement and comparison of adver-
tising media, i'or example, the test may be used to

measure the value of outdoor advertising as against
broadcast or magazine advertising, or it may be used
to measure the effectiveness of one magazine against
another. The difficulty encountered here is to pre-
sent advertisements in the different media which in
themselves are basically equal. If this is not done,
the test will not evolve as a pure test of media.
Before entering into a discussion of the merits and objec-
tions of the test, a practical illustratioji of the test in ac-
tual use will help to more clearly present the testes case.
Although this illustration is not of very recent vintage, it
is representative of the way in which the sales area test oper-
ates when applied to a specific product.
The Koiynos Tooth Paste Case
The agency handling the Koiynos Tooth Paste accoimt advo-
cated the use of a campaign based on the theme 'Koiynos kills
and washes away the germs which cause tooth decay,* The Koiy-
nos management was not satisfied with this theme, however.
They claimed that Koiynos was more than a dentifrice, that it
also killed the many germs found in the mouth and in the throat.
They advocated a theme which stressed the health protection
offered by Koiynos Tooth Paste, The agency prepared another
campaign stressing the health protection powers of the tooth
paste. In order to determine the relative values of each cam-
paign, the agency conducted a sales area test, 12 test cities
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were chosen, 3 in each of 4 states; New York, Pennsylvania,
i-lassachusetts, and Ohio. Advertisement A was run in one of
the test cities in each state. Advertisenent B was also run
in this manner. This left one test city in each state avail-
able as control cities. The use of four cities for each cam-
paign guarded against any unusual variations in a single test
city. By running the test in such a large territory, the re-
sults of the test could be applied to the entire country.
Sales were counted for the two weeks before the test campaigns
were run and for the two weeks d\iring which they were run. The
increased sales experienced during the two weeks in which the
test advertising was run served as a basis for comparing the
value of the two campaigns. The control cities indicated the
normal fluctuation in the product's sales from week: to week.
The test stores consisted of 209 drug stores doing about 95%
of the business in the cities used in the test. A careful
check was made on outside factors iirtiich would tend to throw
off the result. The results of the test showed that the tooth
protection copy produced 65% more sales than the health pro-
tection copy. This test was conducted with a great deal of
care and skill. The testing agency employed most of the pre-
cautions necessary to the running of an accurate test, (l)
further Illustrations
This illustration was admittedly well done, and from its
(1) Firth, Leo, op. cit., 197-204.
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description, there is little in it to criticize. This illus-
tration does not present the usual case, however. Iviany of the
sales area tests irtiich companies have enthusiastically entered
into have proven themselves poor advertisement evaluators, A
case in point is the experience of the Larvei Company uriiich
ran extensive testing campaigns to check on the value of its
advertising. The results failed to bring a satisfactory re-
sult, and soon after the testing had been completed, the com-
pany went off on a canpletely different advertising tack. The
actual reasons for the failure of the larvex tests are not clear,
but as the results were faulty, it can be assumed that the
correct method was not employed.
Many famous advertising campaigns have resulted from the
use of the sales area test. The two outstanding examples, which
are still being employed, are the *B,0,» campaign of Lifebuoy
Soap and the 'halitosis* campaign of Listerine Antiseptic. The
Pepsodent Company has based many of their campaigns on the re-
sults s^ich they have obtained from sales area tests, (l)
Companies are not wont to publish the results of their
tests because of the value irtiich they mi^t be to competitors,
J'rom the few tests that have been published, however, even the
test's strongest advocates cannot say that everything is right
with the sales area test.
Advantages of the Sales Area Test
1, The sales area test offers the advantage of advertising
(1) Firth, Leo, op, cit,, 202-F0.4.
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value plus test results.
2, Sales are the primary objective of most advertising.
The value of an advertisement is best judged by the
number of sales ^utiich can be attributed to it»
3, The sales area test is extremely valuable in direct
mail work. The number of sales of a particxilar product
are in direct proportion to the quality of the adver-
tising.
4, The test is of a most reliable and valid natiire where
the advertising is of a local nature and is not nation-
al in scope,
5, An appeal iJiiich is consistently followed by sales in-
creases must be good,
6, The test measures what people actually do rather than
what they say they do#
7, The test is pre-testing in nature. Although the test
is applied after advertising has been released, it is
still basically a pre-test as the advertising is only
released to a local audience and not to its potential
national audience.
Disadvantages of the Test
1. The test is extremely expensive. It is probably the
most expensive test in use today,
2, A considerable period of time is necessary to accurate-
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ly run the test* llie time consianed may run anywhere
from two to six months depending upon the nature of
the test.
3, There are numerous intervening factors which cannot
be adequately controlled. Weather changes, special
advertising efforts of competitors, special sales of
individual stores, the introduction of a new product
are but a few of the factors vrtiich tend to mar the
accuracy of the sales area test,
4, There is the ever present danger that the test towns
chosen may not adequately present a uniform situation.
As a case in point, identical advertisements
were run in two different cities. They were
almost identical in size and in many other
physical characteristics. Yet the cost per
sale in City A was four times as great as in
City B, This simple example, plus substantial
other evidence, indicates that a superior
campaign in an inferior test narket will ap-
pear inferior, while an inferior campaign in
a superior test market will tend to show the
merits of the market rather than of the cam-
paign, (l)
5, The advertising media in the test towns may not cover
a comparable market. The running of one test adver-
tisement in a newspaper reaching a distinctively low-
er income audience, and the running of the other adver-
tisement in a newspaper reaching a high income audience
results in a score ^ich is not comparable. It would
seem that such a condition could be easily avoided, as
(l) Schwerin, H,, "Copy Pre Testing; Analysis of Four Most Used
Methods, " Printer* s Ink Weekly . New York, (November 1, 1940),
vol, 193, p, 68,
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it could be, but the fact that so many testing agen-
cies commit this error sanctions its mention here,(l),(2)
Conclusions
The sales area test is not the perfect test. It contains
numerous flaws which have Already been brought out. The fact
that it is the only test which measxires advertising effective-
ness on the basis of sales is almost enoiigh to recommend it,
however. Its use is only recommended after all of the other
less expensive tests have been discarded as not applicable to
the problem. The existing records of the test's use are meagre
and controversial. The test is recommended, therefore, only
where the following safeguards are employed,
1, In selecting the test areas, a complete study of all
published material concerning the test should be
made and spot tests should be conducted to study pre-
sent conditions. The areas selected should ahve the
following characteristics,
a. Area should be an independent market,
b. Satisfactory test media should be available,
c. The dealer set up should be relatively equal,
d. Past sales efforts should have been xmiform,
e. Areas shoxild be representative of the total market
which the advertisement will subsequently reach,
(1) Personal Interviews and Classroom V/ork
(2) Poffenberger, A.T,, Psychology in Advertising . New York, 1925,
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2, Only one element should be tested,
3» The advertising should be given adequate time to work,
4, Free publicity on the part of the various test media
should be avoided,
5, The sales force should be kept in the dark about vdiat
is transpiring, A too enthusiastic sales force might
work to mar the value of the test,
6, Adeqiiate control of outside factors is necessary,
7, Dealers should be kept from running private sales,
8, Strive to keep the test from the ears of competitors, (l)
The operation of the sales area test, keeping these factors
in mind, will definitely tend to eliminate the Gangers of the
test. The nature of the product, the advertising to be tested,
the products distribution will be the ultimate factors deter-
mining whether the sales area test should be employed.





THE ASSOCIATION AND RECALL TESTS
The association and recall tests present a history and
backgroimd vdiich is clearly outlined in successive steps of
development. This is especially marked in the case of the
association tests which are of greater importance in copy
testing than the recall tests. Unlike the tests previously
discussed, the association tests are designed to measure the
long run effectiveness of advertising campaigns rather than
to measure specific advertisements.
The Basis of the Associ?^tion Tests
The basis of the association tests is well brought out
in the following statement of George Burton Hotchkiss and
Richard B, Franken:
Thought is made possible only by previous
connections of ideas in our minds. All
our thoughts are connected, linked, asso-
ciated together in our mind, ilvery thought
that enters our mind is associated in some
way with previous thoup-Jtit, Iviemory depends
upon the number and strength of our associa-
tions. T'hether one thought rather than an-
other shall enter our mind at a ^iven time
depends upon circumstances, experience, ha-
bit, the mood of the individxial, plus the
atrengtji of the psychological laws of as-
sociation (such as contiguity in space, si-
milarity, contrast, frequency, vividness,
recency, primacy, and emotional congruity), (l)
There are various forms of the association test*
(1) Hotchkiss, George B,, and Franken, Richard B,, The Leadej*-
ship of Advertised Brands
.
New York, Doubleday, Page and
Company, 1923, page 12,
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In testing advertising, the controlled type of association
test is employed. The controlled association test is so
called because it limits the response of a subject to a
single line of thought. Each of the individual tests to be
discussed will offer some variation of the controlled asso-
ciation test.
Vi^ork of Dr, L>fi. Q-eissler
The work of Dr, Geissler presents one of the earliest
published accounts of the employment of the factor of asso-
ciation in the testing of advertising. In 1917, Dr, Geiss-
ler presented the results which he had obtained from a test
performed on 300 subjects covering 20 conmodities. The sub-
jects were given a list of 20 commodities and asked to name
the particular brand or mantifacturer* s name which they first
associated with the commodity together with the reason for
their selection. His report failed to give specific infonna-
tion on names and brands most frequently mentioned. The meth-
od he employed was faulty because it broxight in such a varie-
ty of answers that classification became extremely difficult,
Dr, G-eissler*s work was important because it represented soms-
thing new and because of the principle established by his re-
sults that use of a brand is the strongest factor in associa-
tion. Advertising is the most important Secondary factor.
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Sarly Work of Hptchkiss and Franken
George Biirton Hotchkiss and Hichard B, Franken were pro-
fessors at New York University when they began their work
with association tests in 1920 and 19235. Professor Hotchkiss
is still connected with the univeMity, Both men were extreme-
ly interested in the psychological aspects of advertising.
They performed their test originally for experimental reasons
only. Their results, however, were of such apparent business
interest that the Publishers Committee of the Associated Ad-
vertising Clubs of the Vjorld sponsored publication of their
results in the form of a text book. The test was designed to
measure brand familiarity and in that way measure long r\m
advertising effect. The method involved the use of a question-
naire listing 100 comDiodities of more or less familiarity.
The subjects were required to write down the first brand name
indiich came into their mind for each of the commodities listed.
From this preliminary description of the experimenters* plan
of procedure, it can be seen that their study was based to a
large extent on the previous study and work of Dr, Geissler,
The experimenters admitted this in their report. They used
512 young men and 512 young men (scored as 1,000) from a rep-
resentative group of colleges and universities throughout the
country as subjects. College students were used as subjects
because the experimenters believed that older persons would
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quite likely be influenced a great deal by past associa-
tions and occurences no longer applicable, whereas the younger
person would be chiefly influenced by present associations.
In checking their results, the experimenters found that the
instructions had not been entirely clear to a small percent-
age of their subjects. There were chiefly three types of
error to be found,
1, Subjects were wont in some instances to name a va-
riety of commodity rather than a specific brand
name, For instance, a subject would mention *Bos-
ton* for beans. These results were omitted from
the tabulations
2, There were some subjects who mentioned manufacturers*
names vHio did not make the commodities listed. This
was chiefly due to the confusion between two names
of the same grammatical nature, For instance, Mun-
son was mentioned for underwear. The subject was
obviously confusing Munson for Munsing,
3, The third type of error saw the mention of a retail-
er's name rather than a maniifacturer's name.
These errors were the exception rather than the rule. The
experimenters were able to get specific information on the 695^
of answers which were entered correctly. The actual results
as to brand preference, although important, are not important
to this study of methods and procedures. The chief item of
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interest here is method. Of some importance, however^ is the
fact that greatest familiarity with brands was in fields where
advertising was most extensive. liothing was done to check
product use. As a result, there is no way of checking wheth-
er advertising or use was the most important factor in brand
familiarity. The results of the work of Hotchkiss and Franken
were published in 1923, (l)
Work of Donovan
H^, Donovan was a partner in the advertising agency of
Donovan-A-rmstrong in Philadelphia, He, together with his Direct-
or of Research, George Mitchell, planned and executed an associa-
tion test on brand familiarity which they ran in the Philadel-
phia area. The test which they concieved was strikingly simi-
lar to the earlier test of Hotchkiss and Franken, The purposes
and procedures of the two tests were \jery much the same, Dono-
van and Mitchell included only 20 commodities in their test.
Subjects were asked to name the manufacturer's name or brand
which first came to their mind. The test was designed to mea-
sure the over all effects of advertising. The tests were run
in April, May, and June of 1923, The subjects were the senior
students of seven I'liiladelphia high schools who were assembled
in their respective school auditoriums and given the test. No
(l) Based on Hotchkiss, George B,, and Franken, Richard, B,, The
Leadership of Advertised Brands . New York, 1923, pp. 1-50,
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raention is made as to how they were seated. This is important
because if they were not seated apart from each other, there
would be danger of collaboration between students. Be that
as it may, however, the students were informed that the test
was a psychological experiment which was designed to measure
the degree of their associations, Donovan wa.s admittedly
seeking principles to apply to the country as a wtoole rather
than completely accurate brand familiarity figures. The re-
sults of the test, however, were in close but not strict agree-
ment with the results of Hotchkiss and Franken, This can be
explained by the fact that Hotchkiss and Franken employed a
sample which was national in scope, whereas Donovan's sample
was local in scope. For purposes of comparison, the results
of Donovan, and of Hotchkiss and Franken on brand familiarity
with Tooth Paste and with Typewriters are presented on the
following pages. From the charts, it can be seen that there
are some minor differences although the two tests agree on the
most familiar brands.
Criticisms of the Tests
These two tests can be strongly criticized on several coiints.
The sample employed by both tests was not quite adequate. It
failed to give a truly representative picture of the prospects
for the commodities tested, Hotchkiss and Franken, in using
100 commodities, were obviously making their research to exten-
sive. Their results would naturally be affected to some extent
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BRAM) FAlvilLIARITY WIIH TOaiE PASTES
Hotchkiss and Franken










Misc. Brands, 920 Males, 20 Females 27 25 52
31 78
Totals 512 512 1,024
(1)
HJ<I. Donovan
Brands Ifeles Females Total
275 557
59 109












Totals 500 500 1,000 (2)
(1) Ibid., p. 226.
(2) Donovan, HJ.!., Advertising -Response « Philadelphia, 1924,
p. 44.

BRAND FA^HLIARTTY WITH TYPEWRITERS
Hot chid.5s and Franken
Brands I^Iales Females Total
Underwood 213 181 394
Remington 135 130 265
Oliver 48 52 100
Corona 29 24 53
Royal-^ 30 15 45
L.C. Smith 10 19 29
Misc. Brands (Males 9, Females 15)- 11 16 27
Blanks
_36 _75 111
Totals 512 512 1,024
EM, Donovan













(1) Httchkiss, George B,, and Franken, Richard B,, ot). cit,
p. 227.
(2) Donovan, HJ^I,, op. cit., p. 45,
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BRAM) EMLIARITY WITH TOCfEH PASTES





no. no. ii no.
52 557 58 1,096 54
13 88 9 217 10
104 10 109 11 213 10
66 7 36 4 102 5
S,S. Viliite ______ _ 90 9 90 4
12 1 25 2 37 2
Kal-Pheno——
—
17 2 17 1
1 7 1 SO 1






Miscellaneous— 5 18 2 70 4
NBBnes given-no brand — 13 1 13 1
7 29 1 107 7
10095 1000 100?^ 2024 lOOji
BRAM) FAMILIARITY WITH TYPSVmiTERS
Combined Totals and Percentages
Brand Hotchkiss Donovan Combined
& Franken Figures
no. 1 no. no. 'k
40 673 67 1067 52
E65 26 225 23 490 25
100 10 19 2 119 5
3 48 5 77 4
5 8 1 53 3
53 5 6 1 59 3
Monarch—— — 2 2
National-- 1 1
Woodstock—— 1 1
27 3 27 2
Names given-no brand — 14 1 14 2
Blanks——— Ill 11
_3 114 6
Totals 1824 100^ 1000 lOOfo 2024 1005^
(1).(2)
Charts based on:
Ceorge, B, and Franken, -Richard B, op.cit., pp 226,227
(2) Donovan, HJd., op. cit. pp. 45,44.
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by the subject's reaction to the length of the test. The
chief objection to the tests is that they failed to make
any attempt to tie product conciousness to product purchase.
They measured the familiarity of brands, but they failed to
detennine whether or not familiarity correlates with use, (l), (2)
Value of the Tests
The results of the tests are valuable as they stand in
the principles of research which they establish. They are
equally valuable to the advertiser in the actual results which
they present. They give the advertiser an idea as to where
his product stands in the industry and the value of his adver-
tising in the long run. Where this type of test is conducted
on an annual basis, it becomes extremely valuable in the measure-
ment of trends.
These studies were followed almost immediately by several
others built along similar lines. Notably, one in colleges con-
ducted by Hoy Barnhill, Inc,, and one conducted in London by
the Bureau of Advertising Effects, These tests are not dis-
cussed because of the lack of specific information concerning
them, and the fact that they repeat the procedure employed in
the tests vrtiich have just been discussed. The next important
change in technique was contained in a book published in 1927,
It contained a new study of Ilotchkiss and Franken,
Baaed on;
(1) Hotchkiss, George, B, and Franken, Richard, B,, op. cit., 35-40.
{2) Donovan, HJd,, op, cit,, |>p, 1-24

Later Work of Hotchklss and granken
Hotchkiss and franken were not entirely satisfied with
the test that they had run in 1920 and 1921. They saw sever-
al errors in the test which they believed could be corrected.
The original test atteqipted to handle too great a number of
commodities vrtiich had an effect on the accuracy of the results
received. The authors had no absolute proof that first asso-
ciations were strongest. The original test made no attempt to
measiire product familiarity in tenns of product use. In 1926,
Hotchkiss and Franken devised a new test to overcome the errors
of their earlier test. The new test involved two instead of
one questionnaire.. The first questionnaire listed ten commo-
dities with ten bl;j:;: spaces provided under each of the ccamao-





Breakfast Food Watches (l)
The subject was asked to write down as mai^ brand names as he
could think of (up to lO) under each of the commodities. The
second questionnaire was given to the subject a day after he
had answered the first one. The second questionnaire asked
(l) Hotchkiss, George B,, and Franken, Richard B,, The Measure-
ment of Advertising Effects . New York, 1927, p, 22,
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ten questions, each exactly the same, except that each con-
cerned a different commodity, A sample question is:
I am now using ^brand of TOOTH PASTE. How long?
I have used (l)
The subjects consisted of 1,000 college students selected from
representative schools throughout the country. The subjects
were practically all between the ages of 17 and 22.
The results of the new technique showed that the new ques-
tionnaire was filled out much more completely than the question-
naire employed in the 1921 test. This indicated an increase in
familiarity with brands on the part of the 1925 group of subjects.
The second questionnaire which inquires as to use saw many blank
spaces under cigarettes, typewriters, breakfast food, and cof-
fee. The test was chiefly successful in that it established
the following principles,
1. First associations are strongest. This conclusion was
based on the fact that first associations correlated
to a much greater degree with use than did the total
number of mentions.
2. Use is the strongest factor in association. This state-
ment must be suprilemented, however, by the fact that it
is impossible to make a complete separation between Mse
and advertising as factors in association. It is quite
possible and probable that advertising in the majority
of instances was the original factor bringing about iise,
(1) Ibid,, p, S3,
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3. Advertising is a strong factor influencing brand
familiarity. The test showed that advertised brands
were very much more familiar to the subjects than un-
advertised brands. Mention of a private brand was
usually followed by use of the product.
4. Users and non users are apt to show correlating fami-
liarity with brands. The tests showed that the order
of familiarity with various brands was the same for
users as non users. The leadership of well advertised
brands was much more pronounced among users than non-
users, however.
5. Women do not purchase by brand as much as do men. Other
factors such as style, novelty, and price are more like-
ly to influence the female buyer.
Before closing their study, the experimenters were anxious
to cheek on the accuracy of their sample. Did college students
represent an accurate index of the general public? The same
tests were made with a group of 200 business people in New York
City. The actual results were compared with the results of the
New York group of 200 students as well as the entire 1,000 stu-
dents. The correlation between the two groups was fairly high:
high enough to satisfy Hotchkiss and Franken as to the adequacy
of their sample.
The following two tables representing brand familiarity
with Tooth Paste end Typewriters as shown by this test are

BRAM) FAHJLIARn'Y WITH TOOTE PASTE
Total Nimter of Times Each Brand was Mentioned By Males and
Eemales



























BRAM) gAIvIILXARITY WITH TYPEWRITERS
Brands Males Females Total











(1) Ibid., p. 116
(2) Ibid,, p. 151 (only first ten brands listed)
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presented for comparison with the charts previously presented.
It should be noticed that although Colgate kept the lead in
Tooth Pastes, Remington surged ahead of Underwood in the Type-
writer division. Checking on the advertising revealed that
Colgate had maintained its advertising appropriation, whereas
•Remington had increased their appropriation while Underwood's
had been decreased. This would seem to give absolute proof
that brand familiarity and advertising correlate to a large
eactcnt* (l)
Work in this field continued in large voliime, but there
were few tests which offered any great variations from the
tests already developed. The next big step in testing tech-
nique came in 1933 with the publication of Dr, Henry C, Link's
new triple associates test in the Harvard Business Review.
Dr, Henry C. Link's Triple Associates Test
Dr, H.C. Link is one of the foremost men in advertising
research today. He is the treasurer of the Psychological Cor-
poration, an important commercial research organization; and
he is one of the cooperating editors of the O"oumal of Applied
Psychology, His original work in copy testing gave the field
its now well known triple associates technique.
The triple associates test is designed to measure the
advertising effectiveness and success of a particular adver-
tising idea or merchandising plan. Advertisers strive to
(1) Ibid,, pp. 1-97.

gain favorable consumer attention througli the use of the adver-
tising idea. This advertising idea most frequently takes the
form of the slogan. With this in mind, Dr, Link originated his
test.
He designed a questionnaire which presented a series of
questions ^ich varied slightly in form. His chief interest
lay in his slogan questions ^rtiich were worded, "Vi/hat tooth
paste advertises, *Pink Tooth Brush*?" The respondent was re-
quired to place his selection in a space provided. The experi-
menter \ised 1568 subjects.
The results were important to the advertising research
field chiefly in that they estcblished a new type of test. The
actual results were important in that they measured the rela-
tive value of slogans and thus indirectly the value of adver-
tising. The test becomes more valuable, however, when subse-
quent tests are run and trends can be established and compared, (l)
Variation of the TriT?le Associates Technique
There have been several variations of the triple associates
test; the most Interesting of which was one employed by the Na-
tional Carbon Company, manufacturers of iiJveready Flashlight
Batteries, to test its advertising theme, "Fresh and Dated Flash-
light Batteries," The company was of the opinion that the run-
nijjg of the test in the conventional manner would be of little
(l) Link, H.C., "New Method of Testing Advertising Effectiveness,"
Harvard Business Review
.




value because i^veready Batteries were the only batteries exten-
sively advertised, '^hey^ therefore, use the following varia-
tion of the test.
Test question: Some of the following products have
been dated to indicate freshness. Would you please
tell me vrfiich ones you recall seeing advertised with
the date featured? If yes or doubtful, ask what
brand.
Yes No Doubtful Brand




Chewing Gum .., •
Aspirin Tablets ..,
Cigarettes ••• ., •
The results of four tests about a year apart were:
Yes^ Yes$S Yes^ Yea%
1934 1935 1936 1937
Flashlight Batteries 31.9 47.4 50.5 60.8
Com Flakes 4.3 8.4 9.1 9.5
Coffee 89.9 87.7 92.4 88.9
Golf Balls 6.4 8.0 9,2 9.0
Chewing Gum 6.9 10.5 16.0 13.6
Aspirin Tablets 8.8 9.7 14,6 12.7
Cigarettes 6.7 8.8 20.8 19.8
(1)
This illustration serves to give a view of the value of
the triple associates test. V/ith an increased advertis-
ing appropriation, the National Carbon Company was able
to increase consumer familiarity with its advertising
theme. True, other non-date§ products also increased
( 1)Advertising Research Foundation, op. cit., pp. 69,70.
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from year to year, but this increase can be partly attributed
to 'freshness* campaigns instituted by their advertisers. Cof-
fee was the only other dated product in the list.
'-le triple associates test is adapted to the measurement
of advertising campaigns rather than to the measurement of
specific advertisements. The test is valuable in the measure-
ment of a central advertising theme
Disadvantages of the Triple Associates Test
1, The primary disadvantage of the test is that it can
only be applied after advertising has been released
to its totpl audience,
2, The test is definitely limited in its scope,
3, The test makes no attempt to tie up consumer use with
product confciousness. This is a fault which is found
in many copy tests,
4, The test gives no score T/hich can be applied to a spe-
cific advertisement. All advertising efforts of a com-
pany play a part in the result.
Conclusions on the Triple Associates Test
The triple associates test is better applied by a general
research agency than by a specific advertiser. Its use is re-
coramended in stu^tying advertising trends. It can be valuable




The association test did not rest on Its laurels for very-
long after the introduction of the triple associates test, for
in April of 1934, Printers Ink Monthly published the first re-
port of a new type of association test, aptly termed, the irri-
tation association test, (l)
The Irritation Association Test
This test is a product of the work of Professor Dale Hough-
ton of New York University, He was ardently interested in liie
various association tests which were seeing popular use. He
was disturbed with these tests, however. He felt that they failed
to make the proper tie up between product coiaciousness and use.
He believed that use was a more important factor than mere fami-
liarity. To overcome this objection to the association test, he
devised a test which he aptly called, the irritation associa-
tion test.
The list of products which can be studied by this method
is limited to remedies for various everyday irritations which
Professor Houghton employs in his test. It strives to discover
with Yihat irritations various remedies are most associated. It
involves the \ise of a questionnaire, A fascimile of the ques-
tionnaire and the instructions which accompany it are to be
found on the following two pages. The presentation of this
questionnaire is made because it presents a type of questionnaire




Instructions for filling out questionnaires
for Professor Dale Houghton* s continuing
Irritation Association Study
(Coliimn #1 is to be filled out "before instructions are
given for colimns #2 and #3# Instructions for column #1 are
at the top of the questionnaire.)
V»rite down in column #1 the remedy thoiight of first , re-
gardless of ^at ot may be, and regardless of whether you use
the remedy or not. The remedy thought of first should be writ-
ten in column #1 even though you are not bothered with the con-
ditions mentioned. If no remedy is thought of, then leave the
space blank.
(After column #1 has been completed, give instructions
for column #2.)
Coliimn #2 is to indicate whether you use the remedy thought
of first. Therefore, in column 7^2, write "Yes" if the remedy
thought of first is used, "No" if the remedy thought of first
is not used.
(After column #2 has been completed, give instructions for
volumn ffS»)
If you use some other remedy other than the one thought
of first, then write down the name of thrt remedy in column #5,
For example, you may have written "No" after the remedy thought
of first for headache. But when you are bothered with a head-
ache, you may use some other remedy. In such a case, write
down in colimin #3 the name of that remedy, Entries in column
#3 will appear only after "Nos" in column #2, (l)




Your courtesy in filling out this questionnaire will be appreciated:
Please imagine that you have a he&dache.
What remedy do you think of first as a means of relief?
Now write the name of that remedy in column ffl helow next to the
word "headache*"
Continue with the remainder of the list, writing in each case, in
column #1, the name of that remedy that you think of first . After
completion of column #1, instructions will be given regarding
























Kindljr check: Male Female Age-group: :t8-20 Occupations:
21-25 Student
etc* etc*
(l) Bascimile of an original questionnaire.
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Houghton is continuing in nature. He has frequently published
his results. In making the test continuing, he is increasing
the value of his results in the measurement and comparison of
trends.
Instead of employing specific commodities or slogans, the
experimenter has carefully chosen those irritations which are
most commonplace in the American home. He has not only mea-
sured product consciousness, but he has also IIleas^^red product
\ise. His technique is to be recommended for this. His re-
sults showed fairly hip;h correlation between product conscious-
ness and product use. His study is introduced here chiefly
because it is a variation of the association test, and not be-
cause it supercedes all previous tests. Up to the present
time, the test has been applied only by Professor Houghton him-
self. An accurate criticism of the test is therefore limited
to the work of a single individual with the test. The suc-
ceeding chapter will strive to throw additional light on this
test •
This brings the study of the association test up to date.
There has been little published material on the test since the
announcement of the irritation association procedure.
The recall test is an association test in effect, but be-
cause it employs a sli^?;htly different technique, it is studied
as a separate test. The background of the recall test is much
more obscure than is Lhe backgroimd of the association tests.
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The recall test can be broken down into two categories, namely,
the unaided recall test, and the aided recall test. Both tests
seek to measure the permanent impression of advertising.
The Unaided Recall Test
The unaided recall test gives the respondent very few
clews to an answer. In its simplest form, the recall test
might ask of a consumer who constitutes a potential user of
a product, "V/hat advertisements have you seen or heard recent-
ly?" (l) The answer received from such a query would be of
little or no value unless enough responses could be obtained
to get sufficient answers about the particular advertising
being studied. The answers received are in most instances
impractical. The use of the unaided recall test is almost
extinct except in occasional instances where iVs employed
to test media.
The Aided Recall Test
The aided recall test circumvents the difficulties of
the unaided recall test. It gives the resT>ondent a definite
clew to an answer. It asks, "What brand of face powder have
you seen or heard advertised lately?" (l) This question limits
the answer v^ich may be given. The question is not accompanied
by any reference to a magazine. In this way, the aided recall
test measures the strength of associations.
The aided recall test is suitable to the measurement of
individxial advertisements where the answer to a query is limi-
ted to a particular publication. In conducting the test, the
(1) Advertising Research Foundation, on. cit.. nv. 55.57-
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sample employed should be carefully checked, and only face to
face questioning should be used.
General Conclusions on the Association and Recall Tests
To sum up urtiat has gone before, the association and re-
call tests can be recommended ^ere the measurement of adver-
tising as it is affected by all elements is desired, and vrftiere
the purpose is to judge the total effect of advertising in
comparison to competitor's advertising. The test can be of
service chiefly as a supplementary test. At the present time,
the Psychological Corporation is doing tlie largest commercial




A STUDY OF MOTIVES TO ASSOCIATION
In this chapter, a report will be given of a study-
conducted by the author at Boston University in partial ful-
fillment of the requirements of the Seminar in Business Psy-
chology, The study is included here to illustrate the prac-
tical operation of various association tests.
Purposes of the Study
The study was designed to answer several problems, A list-
ing of these, in their order of importance follows:
1, To determine if familiarity with a product correlates
with product use. Many association tests, as well as
the memory tests, operate on the assumption that famil-
iarity correlates with use of a product,
2. To make a study of the methods, means, and procedures
of the irritation association test which was described
in the previoTis chapter,
S, To make a study of two newly designed association tests
based on the work of Hotchkiss and Franken, and of Link,
4. To make a study of brand familiarity with certain commo-
dities,





In achieving these purposes, the study has resulted in
solving numerous other problems concerning particular commo-
dities and brands,
Sub.jects
The entire sophomore class in Psychology was employed
as subjects for the study. This represented 15 class sec-
tions; which were broken down into three groups of 5 sections
each, Each of these groups was confronted with one of the
three questionnaires used in the test.
Procedure
Three questionnaires were employed to achieve the pur-
poses of the study. Professor Houghton's irritation asso-
ciation questionnaire was chosen because it was felt that
his technique could readily study the effect of advertising
and of use upon association, A copy of the questionnaire
used together with the instructions for its application are
to be found on pages 65 and 66, The only change in the appli-
cation of the questionnaire here was in the personal data
asked for at the bottom of the questionnaire. This was
changed to include the interviewee's name, sex, major field
of study, and year of grad\iation. The original intention was
to break the results down, to these various classifications.
The limited number of completed questionnaires received, how-
ever, made this impossible. The questionnaire was distributed

to the sample, and the test was conducted as per the instruc-
tions given, A total of 80 replies was received.
The second questionnaire was designed specifically for
this test. It is original, although it is based on the pre-
vious work of Hotchkiss and Franken, and of Houghton. A fas-
cimile of it, together with its instructions will be found on
pages ?3 and 74 . For the purpose of this study, it will be
referred to as the commodity analysis questionnaire. It is
employed here to study advertising and use in association,
and to study brand familiarity and preferences. The commo-
dities listed on the questionnaire were chosen on several
bases. An attempt was made to select commodities yfliich the
college student would be interested in. Commodities were
included which were also on the other two questionnaires to
make correlation between the two possible.
The third questionnaire presents a variation of the
triple associates test as developed by Dr. Link. Instead of
giving the respondent two clews to an answer as did Dr. Link,
only one cue is given. Whereas Dr. Link's test merely asked
the respondent to name the product represented by the slogan,
this test goes further to determine the use of the product
mentioned. The questionnaire is a variation of one designed
by several students at New York University. A fascimile of'
the entire questionnaire is to be found on pages 75 and 76.
One change was made in the instructions. To clarify the word






Column #1 is to be filled out according to the instructions
given at the top of the questionnaire. Instructions for col-
umns # 2 and # 3 are to given out only after all respondents
have completed column # 1 •
Instructions for column # 2 •
In column # 2, the respondent is to indicate whether or not
he uses the product mentioned in column # 1. Therefore, in
column § 2, the respondent is to write "yes" if he uses the
product thought of first, "no" if he does not use it.
Instructions for column # 3 follow only after column # 2 hes
been completed by all of the respondents
#
In column # 3, the respondent is to name the product he does
use, if he does not use the product he mentioned first, Vihere
no product is used, the space is to be left blank.
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Yoxir courtesy in filling out this questionnaire will be appreciated:
Below you will find a list of products in everyday usage, V/rite name of the brand
which you think of first as representing the product named, in coliunn # !• Upon





















And, may we ask your Hame:





Section I. Instructions: Following is a list of slogans used in national adver-
tising.
(a) Write the name of the product you associate with the slogan in the column
headed "product,"
(b) If you cannot think of the product, but recognize the slogan, place the
check mark in the col\unn marked "recognition,"
(c) If you have ever purchased the brand, place a check mark in the column
headed "purchased,"
Recog-
Slogan Product nition Purchased
Sample: The Pause that Refreshes
_
1, The Breakfast of Champions
2, Good to the Last Drop
3, Five Extra Smokes Per Pack
4, For Teeth that Shine Like the
Stars
_____
5, The Swiss Food Drink
6, The V/atch of Railroad Accuracy
7, His Piaster's Voice
8, Contains Irium
9, ITie Smoke Tobacco Experts Smoke
10, xt Fizzes
11, Candy Mmt with the Hole
12, It Floats
13, They Satisfy
14, No Brush-l>Io Lather-No Rub In
15, Pink Tooth Brush
16, The Flavor Lasts -
17, Eye it-Try It-Buy It
18, Wherever Particular People
Congregate
19, The Hundred Year Pen







21 Official Time Piece Americnn Airlines
22, Ask the Man Who Owns One
23, 60 Second Workout
24. Sooner or Later Your Favorite Tobacco
25. Life Time Pen
Section II. Instructions
(a) Fill out the mir.'^^ing word in the slogans below,
(b) Check the colunm headed "Recognition" if you recognize the slogan but cannot
think of the name of the product.
(c) If you have purchased the brand, place a check mark in hhe column headed "purchased."
Slogan-Product Recognition Purchased
1. If it isn*t an Eastman, it isn't a
Recog-
nition Purchased
2« For Digestion's Sake, Smoke
5. Better Buy
4« Q,uick, Henry, the
5. With Men Who Know Tobacco Best, It's
• 2 to 1




0. Keep Regular With




or Field of Study Year<

column once if they personally purchased the product, and to
check it twice if they used the product, hut someone else had
purchased it. Since this change was not made immediately,
several of the completed questionnaires have been discarded and
only 50 have been selected for inclusion in the stuay. For
this particular test, this small sample is adequate as is proved
by a staggered tabulation of the results.
Results?
An entire study has been made from the results obtained
from these questionnaires, A few sample results have been se-
lected for presentation here. These are considered sufficient
because they show the type of results obtained, and they lead
to fundamental conclusions.
In the actual running of the tests, nxmerous flaws inherent
in the tests were discovered which might or might not have af-
fected the results of the test. These will be discussed later.
Caution should be taken in interpreting these results be-
cause of the limited sample which was employed.
The Irritation Association Test
The results of the irritation association test will be pre-
sented first. For presentation here, two irritations have been
chosen. They are "headache" and "dirty teeth," the former cho-
sen arbitrarily, and the latter chosen for comparison with the
previous material presented in this report on dentifrice.
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The results will be found on page 79, Remember, in this
study, respondants were not required to mention a specific brand
name, but to mention the remedy iirtiich they thought of first. The
results are chiefly valuable here because they indicate clearly
that use was the primary factor in association. The results are
presented in the following manner:
Column # 1 - First Mentioned - A score representing the number
of times a remedy was thought of first by the respondents. The
percentage figure represents 9^ of the total number of responses.
Column # 2 - Used - This score represents the number of respond-
ents vAio used the product they mentioned first. The percentage
figure represents % of the total nimiber of used.
Column #3 - Significance Score - This figure indicates the value
of the product *s advertising in the form of an index figure. This
is obtained by adding the percentage scores of columns 1 and 2,
The results indicate an overwhelming preference for aspirin
as a means of headache relief. The results would be of value
to particular companies if they were representative of the entire
coimtry. To the Bayer Company, they would indicate that their
advertising had not only done a good job of associating their pro-
duct with headache relief, but also had done a good job of get-
ting people to tise Bayer Aspirin, To Miles Laboratories, manu-
facturers of Aika Seltzer, . the results would indicate that the
company had not adequately put its product across as a headache
remedy. The results from the irritation "dirty ?eeth" present
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Results from the Irritation Association Q,uestioimaire
Irritation: Headache
First Significance
Product Mentioned U s e d Score
no. no. i Index
Aspirin (no brand) 35 44 31 46 90
Bayer Aspirin 21 26 20 30 56
•a.sTDirm 56 70 ox fO X4D
Brcmo Seltzer XV/ 7 11 24
Alia Seltzer 4 5 3 4 9
Anacin 3 4 1 1 5
Misc. (6) 6 7 5 7 14
No answer 1 1
Totals 80 100 67 100
Irritation: Dirty Teeth
First
Product Mentioned U s e d
Significance
Score
no. £. Ao« £ Index
Ipana 18 23 13 19 32
Dr. Lyons 11 14 y xo H7
Pepsodent 11 14 QO ±Z do
Colgate 10 13 10 15 28
Tooth Paste (no brand) 10 13 10 15 28
Brush Teeth 5 6 5 7 13
Misc. (8) 15 19 14 20 39
Totals 80 100 69 100
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a picture ^siiich is not too clear cut. Ipana is definitely ahead
although her* significance score* lead is not as great as her* first
mentioned' lead, Dr» Lyons, Pepsodent, and Colgate are almost
tied for second honors, and there is no way to accurately state
^Ich is out in front. The factor of use plays an important
role in association, but its importance varies for different
brands. This would seem to indicate that although the state-
ment that use is the outstanding factor in association is accu-
rate, the degree of importance of use as a factor varies with
particular brands.
The Commodity Analysis Test
The results of this test also indicate quite clearly that
the factor of use is of chief importance in association. It al-
so emphasizes that the factor of use varies for particular brands.
As to specific brands, the results indicate that the respondents
were most familiar with Ipana Tooth Paste and Royal Typewriters,
These two products have become important in the past 15 years.
They were both low in the returns of Hotchkiss and Franken in
1927,
The reaults of this test correlate with the results ob-
tained from the irritation association test, Ipana clearly
took first place in both, with Colgate, Dr, Lyons, and Pepso-
dent vieing for second honors.
The results are presented on page 74 in the same foim as
the irritation association test results were presented. The

.Results Obtained from the Commodity Analysis Questionnaire ,
Product-Tooth Paste
First Significance
Product Mentioned U s e d Score
no. no. i Index
Ipana 33 38 9 20 58
Colgate 13 15 10 23 38
Dr. Lyons 12 14 9 20 34
Pepsodent 11 13 5 11 24
Teel 9 oc. 2 5 7
Sq\xibb 3 3 3 7 10
Dr. Wests 2 2 2
Pebeco 2 2 1 3 5
Worcester 2 2 2 5 7
Misc. (6) 6 7 3 7 14
Totals 86 100 44 100
Product-Tyi»ewriters
First




Royal 36 42 25 46 88
Remington 21 24 11 20 44
Corona 12 14 7 13 27
Underwood 11 13 9 17 30
L.C. Smith 3 3 2 4 7
No response 3 3
Totals 86 100 54 100
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reader is again cautioned to interpret these results only as
representative of the students at the College of Busines Ad-
ministration of Boston University,
The Slogan Test
The slogan test resulted in a different type of result.
Results were more specific since there was only one correct
answer. The sample results chosen for presentation in this
report will be found on page 83. Since € of the 35 slogans
tested were dentifrice slogans, they are presented to make
possible comparison of the four. The results indicate that
amount of advertising spent on the sloagn is an important
matter, the memory value of the slogan and its advertising
effectiveness also play an important part in the results.
For example, the Ipana slogan, "pink Tooth Brush" has been
widely advertised for many years, but the results indicate
that only 42?j of the respondents knew the correct answer.
This would indicate one of two things; either the slogan
was inherently poor, or the advertising vAiich featured the
slogan was poor. There are numerous other conclusions T^iiich
can be arrived at from this and the other two tests. As
this test is unproven and vtsed only a small sample, dis-
cussion of the results will stop here with the thought that
sufficient infoimation has been presented to acquaint the




-Results Obtained from the Slos;)an Questionnaire
^ Ox 6c 0X1 uLXa,\j Shine Like Olio fc^ vdX O •
Slogan
Response
no. i tin <^no » /o
Calox 5 10 1 1 20 13 26
Listerine 1 2 1
1 2
1 2
Ten Crown Gum 1 2
No response 41 82
^dZi vcl<iLxlo *-± X UIJl - Pepsodent
Slogan
Response Purchased Uner] P and U
no. ^ no. ^
Pepsodent 33 66 9 13 22 67 8 16
Ipana 2 4 1 1 50
Kolynos 1 2 1 1 100
Dr. Lyons 1 2 1 1 100
No response 13 26
Do As Your Dentist D(oes. Use Powder - Dr. Lyons
Slogan
Response Purchased Used P^ and U Rza rtrtCPTI *f T /Ml£\C3 v/l-'psXLX V X ^^JJ.
no. i no. ^ -nn ^
Dr. Lyons 38 76 13 14 27 54 9 10
Dr. Wests 2 4 1 1 50
Hiilips 1 2
No response 9 18
Pink Jooth Brush - Ipana
Slogan
Purchased Used P and U
no. ~1 " no. i
Ipana 21 42 5 5 10 48
Listerine 4 8 1 1 25
Pepsodent 2 4 1 1 50
Colgate 1 2 1 1 4
lodent 1 2






Criticism of the Study
The criticisms of these tests are much more valid than
were the criticisms of the association tests in the previous
chapter. These criticisms are based on the author* s actual
experience with the tests.
The Irritation Association Test
There were several misunderstandings concerning the test
in its actual running.
1. The respondents were not clear as to vrtisit they were
supposed to place in the first column. They asked
various questions concercning whether specific brand
names were wanted or just remedies. The instructions
did not seem to make this clear.
2# Many of the respondents were unable to think of any
remedy for several irritations.
3. Concerning use, the respondents asked no questions,
but from the results, the experimenter noticed sever-
al factors which led to the conclusion that the re-
spondents did not know whether use measnt constant
use or occasional use,
A large sample is necessary to get data which will actually
show a clear cut result. The fact that respondents are not
limited to a single answer results in a large variety of an-
swers. Of the three tests, this was the most difficult to
conduct because of the respondents* misunderstandings. The
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test would seem to be valid, hpwever, and its value is certain-
ly undenyable.
The Commodity Analysis Test
This test •was the simplest of the three to run. Respond-
ents seemed to be clear as to what was wanted of them, and there
were few questions. The results can be criticized in that the
word "use" was not adequately defined, although it would seem
that use in this case would mean the specific brand which the
respondent most cojisistently used. If the test were to be used
again, a clearer definition of the word "use" would be of defi-
nite value.
The Slogan Test
There is little fault to find with the results obtained
from the first column of this test. They are clear cut. The
"purchased" column is open to question, however. The results
do not seem to have too great a value since the respondents
were found to reply in the affirmative even if they had only
purchased or used a product once. This test could be made mere
valuable by asking the respondent to indicate occasional or con-
stant use. The sole reason for including the "recognition"
column was to determine how effectively the advertiser had tied
his slogan to his product, Where the recognition score was high,
the respondents remembered seeing the slogan, but they could not
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associate it with a product. This woiild indicate that the ad-




This study served to indicate that the associatio?i tests
can be of definite value in testing advertising over long per-
iods of time. It can be used to determine whether the consum-
er is using the product of an advertiser, and to vdiat extent.
It must be remembered, however, that the value of any test is
limited by the methods employed in its operation, (l)
(l) This chapter based on original work of the author in the
Seminar of Business Psychology.

Chapter VII.
THE RECOGNITION AND IDENTIFICATION TEST
The recognition test has been in existence in various
forms for three decades. Its greatest development, however,
has occurred in the last decade. The recognition test is
designed to measure the relative number of persons who see
and Tiho read the advertisements in a given magazine or news-
paper. The test is based on the theory that in order to se-
cure sales, an advertisement must be seen. The advertisement
which is most seen will bring the most sales. This does not
apply in every instance, however, A headline or illustration
may catch a reader's eye and cause him to scan the entire ad-
vertisement merely from cioriousity. The reader may have no
interest in purchasing the product advertised. The fact re-
mains that the larger the number of readers who see an adver-
tisement, the greater chance that there will be a larger num-
ber of readers purchasing the product.
Work of Dr, George Gallup
One of the outstanding men in the field of commercial re-
search. Dr. George Gallup today heads the American Institute
of Public Opinion, Previously, he was a Professor of Journal-
ism at i^orthwestern University, It was he who gave the recog-




important and widely used copy tests, Vilhile still teaching
at Northwestern University, he was called by Liberty Ixlagazine
to make a study of magazine readership, Dr, Gallup accepted
the offer and started work, he chose to study the four lead-
ing weekly magazines which in 1931 were the Saturday Evening
Post, Liberty, Collier's, and the Literary Digest. The in-
terviewers employed to carry on the study had all had pre-
vious experience with Dr, Gallup in several newspaper surveys
which he had directed. The interviewers were not told the mme
of the magazine sponsoring the study. The study was designed
to check reader interest in both advertising and editorial
matter.
The test ran for six weeks and tested six issues of each
magazine, i:>ix cities were used, a different one each week.
The follOvTing cities were used: Hiiladelphia, Pa,, Springfield,
Mass*, Greensboro, N,C,, Coliambus, Ohio, Topeka, Kans,, and
Siotcc Falls, N.D, These cities were chosen as being fairly
representative of the country as a vfhole* Interviewers went
from house to house inquiring of respondents whether they re-
membered reading the particular issue of the magazine being
tested. The respondents were allowed to look throu^^h the
magazine to refresh their raemoi^r, YJhere answer was yes, the
interviewer went through the magazine with the respondents.
The interviewer stopped at each page and inquired of the re-
spondents if they remembered seeing the page, and if so, what
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part they had read. The pages were marked by the interviewer
according to the response. This necessitated a clean, fresh
magazine for each respoijse, Ho attempt at testing identifica-
tion was made in this study. In order to get 1,000 interviews
for each magazine, 15,000 calls were necessary. The calls
were deliberately controlled to reach 16 2/3/S of the interviews
from families irtiose yearly income was under ??2,000,, 67 2/3$^
from families of ^2,000, to $5,000, income, and 16 2/3^ from
families of over $5,000, income. The interviews were divided
between men and women in proportion to the circulation of each
magazine. The results of the study gave a clear picture of
reading habits at that time. As the results are dated, they
will not be presented here. The method is the most important
factor, (l)
Work of Daniel Starch
While Dr, Gallup was at Northwestern, Dr. Daniel Starch
was teaching at Harvard University, His interests were laid
chiefly and almost solely in the field of advertising research.
He must share honors with Dr, G-allup for the development of
the recognition test, iie was the first man to start a service
to advertisers based on the recognition test which he had de-
veloped. At the present, he is head of Daniel Starch, Inc,,
an advertising research fina which puts out weekly reports on
advertisements in the leading magazines, Dr, Starch's recognition
(l) Based on: "Gallup Method of Advertising Research," Advertising
and Selling , (Iviarch 6, 1932) vol, 18 p. 30,
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technique is strikingly similar to that employed by Gallup in
his Liberty Study, The Starch method involves a field approach
to the problem, Ke regularly checks up on the advertisements
in several magazines. His sample usually consists of 200 in-
terviews carefully chosen from various sections of the country.
It is possible that this number has been increased recently.
The method is applied only after the magazine has been vvib-
lished and is in the hands of the public. Soon after a par-
ticular issue of a magazine has been issued, a crew of inter-
viewers is sent out to check on the readership of that par-
ticular issue. The interviewer first detennines whether or
not the interviewee has read the magazine. If the answer is
yes, he continues with the interview provided the subject is
aggreeable, llie interviewer*s purpose is to determine what ad-
vertisements the reader has seen and remembers in the issue and
to determine to ^diat extent he has read the text of the adver-
tisements. This is carefully explained to the reader and the
interview begins. The magazine is gone through page by page
and those advertisements ^ich the reader identifies are marked
as well as the particular portions which he has read. There
is also an attempt at identification of the product in that
as soon as the reader looks up from a page, he is asked to name
the product in the advertisement he has just seen. A single
interview on one magazine takes from three quarters to a full
hour. Only one interview for one magazine is taken from any
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reader. In conducting the interview, the interviewer start
the t'jst from the front or the back of the magazine, or he nay
-iven begin at the middle. This is done to overcome any fa-
tigue factor which might cause the respondent to give rush an-
swers. Respondents are broken down into economic classes on
several bases.
After a sufficient number of interviews have been obtained,
the results are tabulated and each advertisement emerges with
several figures indicating the percentage of readers who saw
the advertisement, the x)ercentage who read the headline, viho
saw the illustration, and who identified the trade name of th3
product advertised. Starch uses no control method except to
have his interviewers trained so that they can usually catch
guessing or lying on the part of an interviewee. Starch does
not take into effect the number of other magazines in which
a particular advertisement may appear.
The Work of LM. Clark
LJU, Clark, Inc. offers the same type of advertising test-
ing service offered by Starch. L.M. Clark tjhs originally Clark-
Hooper. Hooper broke away to form a radio research and testing
agency. L.M. Clark has continued to employ the technique devel-
oped by Clark-Hooper with apparent success. The methods of
Clark and Starch are somewhat comparable as far as interviews
go. Clark also uses a sample of about 200 interviews for each
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magazine, A single interview is restricted to a single publi-
cation. Before sending an interviewer out, all advertisements
in the magazine to be tested one-half page or larger are masked.
The masking involves the blocking of all references to the pro-
duct advertised. Upon finding a reader of the magazine, the
interviewer explains the pur ^cse of the test, which is to de-
termine the advertisements which the reader has seen and/or
read, and then he goes throiigh the magazine page by page check-
ing those advertisements -wdiich the reader has seen, and also
checking the specific portions of the advertisement which the
reader claims to have read, V^en the reader says that he re-
members having seen an advertisement, he is asked to identify
the advertisement by naming the product advertised, vVhen all
of the necessary interviews have been made, the results are
tabulated, and each advertisement is marked with a figure in-
dicating the percentage of readers ^o have seen or read the
advertisement. Another figure gives the percentage of those
who identify the advertisement correctly. The reports are then
made up in quantity and sent out to the firm's clients, Clark
does not employ any special control procedure depending upon
his interviewers to check on guessing and lying.
Criticism of the Techniques of Gallup and Starch
Gallup and Starch use such strikingly similar techniques
that the criticism of one applies almost equally to the other.
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There is considerable basis for feeling that the tests are
not completely valid and reliable as conducted toy Starch and
Gallup, In May 1939, Daniel Starch crashed the trade paper
headlines when one of his reports came out with a change in
his basis of computation. Only a month before this announce-
ment, the Periodical Publishers Association and the American
Association of Advertising ii^encies brought out a report on
the work of Daniel Starch. The highlights of the report of-
fered the following criticisms of Starches work. It claimed
that the period of interviewing used by Starch was too short
to reach a true sample of primary readership. The report al-
so stated that Starch was making about 15% of his interviews
in cities of less than 100,000 while it is calculated that
55/^ of the circulation on Starch's list was in those cities.
There were also objections to his use of census averages for
projecting additional readership per family. The thought was
offered that too much of the sample lay in the top income
groups. There were also several minor criticisms of the tech-
nique. The change in the Starch report for "ohe next month in-
dicated that Starch had heeded some of these criticisms and
was changing his reports accordingly. These criticisms are
not criticisms of the recognition test as used by Starch, but
rather of his method of applying the test.
The Advantapies of the Gallup and Starch Method
1, The interview takes place under fairly natural conditions
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in the home of the reader. The reader sees the ma^-
zine in its original form with the same editorial
surroundings
.
2. The recognition score which they obtain, although un-
controlled, is valuable in the measurement of trends.
3. The test is valiiable to advertisers as a check on the
quality of their advertising.
The Disadvantages of the Gallu-p and Starch Technique
1. The technique employs no method of control. Responses
may be outright lies, yet, the technique offers eO
definite check on lying scores.
2. There is no check to determine how often advertise-
ments appeared in other publications.
3. The identification score obtained by Starch would
seem quite unreliable. The method employed is faul-
ty in that the reader is asked to name an advertiser
after he has seen the advertisement.
4. The average interview with this method takes about
three-quarters of an hour. It is highly probable
that the interviewee will lose interest and give quick
answers in order to finish the inteirview.
Criticism of the Technique of L.k. Clark
Much of the criticism of Starch can be applied to LM,
Clark as far as operation of the technique goes. The actual
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method employed by the two men is different, however, and there-
fore a criticism of Starch is not a criticism of Clark, The
Clark method of rating advertisements gives a reliable picture
of trends, but it fails to give a tmily accurate pictxire of
the readership of a single advertisement. This is true chief-
ly because of the fact that no adequate control procedure is
employed in the recognition portion of the test. Guessing
and lying scores are given the same weight as true scores thus
failing to give an accurate picture of readership, Clark em-
ploys the masking technique in testing advertisements, Whe3?e
an advertisement is not masked, the influence of trade names
and trade marks, and the familiarity of the reader with these
may cause a response -tdiich is inaccurate. The masking tends
to block out the marks of familiarity, and merely get an an-
swer on the advertisement alone. In identification, masking
has a definite advantage, IVhereas non-masking may result in
lying scores, the masking makes this impossible and causes the
reader to give a definite answer.
The Clark method has the disadvantage of not putting the
reader in a position similar to the one he had when he first
read the magazine. This is caused by the fact that masking
changes the general appearance of the magazine. Another dis-
advantage which applies to all recognition tests is that the
test is post-testing in nature, (l)
Starch and Clark were both well advanced in their techniques
(1) All material on Starch and Clark based on class interviews
at their respective agencies.
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when in 1934, a new, controlled method of recognition was
published. The new technique promised to remove most of the
objections to the techniques of Starch and Clark, It was
developed by Dr. Barrell B, Lucas, associate Professor of
Marketing at New York University. No research service has
been built around the technique, but it has been employed in
the Life Continuing Survey of Magazine Audiences,
Description of the Lucas Controlled Recopinition Test
The test designed by Lucas tends to overcome the basis fault
of the tests of Starch and Clark, It attempts to set up a con-
trol by which an advertisement which is tested will receive a
true score rather than one which is biased by lying and guess-
ing scores. The fact that lying and guessing scores exist has
been proved by Dr, Lucas* work with his test, A response which
is false may be attributed to several factors. There may be
an outright attempt on the part of the reader to boost his
score by deliberate exaggeration. The reader may be uncertain
and may guess at an answer. The reader may have seen the ad-
vertisement which is being tested in an another advertising
medium. In may cases, various individual advertisements in a
campaign are so similar that they are quite likely to be con-
fused.
The controlled recognition test tends to overcome these
faults by putting into operation a controlling device. This
control involves the employment of future issues of the

magazines being tested, issues which readers coiild not pos-
sible have seen. Instead of complete magazines, scrapboolcs
are employed in the test. One half of the advertisements in
the scrapbook are from a current magazine while the other
half are from the first futiire issue of the magazine as yet
unreleased. This is possible because magazines are usually
complete a few days before their release for general distri-
bution.
The interviewers employ the familiar technique of ob-
taining responses. Respondents are asked if they read a par-
ticular issue of a magazine. If the answer is yes, the inter-
viewer goes through the magazine page by page checking those
advertisements which the respondents claim to have seen. As
tests are conducted each week, advertisements which are future
one week are current the next. By checking the two scores ob-
tained, it is possible to determine the percentage of false
recognition. By statistical measures, which will not be dis-
cussed here, it is possible to determine the exact percentage
of false recognition for each advertisement. This score is
intended to give the true picture of the advertisement's
readership. The test is applicable to editorial matter as
well as advertising material. The placing of the advertise-
ments in the scrapbooks ia carefully controlled to see that
they are not the same in each scrat)book. This diminishes
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the factor of arrangement in the responses obtained.
The Advantages of the Controlled Recognition Test
The advantages of the controlled recognition include se-
veral advantages which the other recognition tests do not have.
1. The factors of guessing and lying are adequately con-
trolled by testing the advertisements both before and
after publication.
2. The fact that scrapbooks are employed eliminates the
possibility of prompting by the original surrounding
editorial matter.
3. It is not as likely that responses will be affected
by interviewers not agreeing with each other in scores,
unless there is a difference between pre-test and cur-
rent ratings.
4. The fact that advertisements are not placed in the
same position in each scrapbook eliminates the effect
which serial serial location of an advertisement might
have •
The controlled recognition test also enjoys the advantages
previously mentioned for the other recognition tests.
The Disadvantages of the Controlled Recognition Test
For its purpose, the controlled recognition test has very
little to criticize. The fr et that it is a post test is a dis-
advantage. The only other disadvantage of importance is the
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fact that the vise of the scrapbooks does not make for the re-
spondent seeing an advertisement in its natural surroundings,
lliere would probably be several other criticisms of the test
in its various phases of practical application, (1)
Practical ^i^loyment of the Conjiyrolled Recop:nition Test
As has been previously mentioned, there is no commercial
research organization v^ich employs the controlled recognition
test as the basis for its Judgment of advertisements. The test
has seen its oustanding use in the Life Continuing Study of
Magazine Audiences, This study is not primarily designed to
judge individual advertisements but to judge magazine circula-
tion. It was discovered, however, that respondents often gave
misleading answers when asked if they had read a particular
issue of a magazine. Under the method employed, scrapbooks
were made up containing both future and current editorial
features and advertisements. The study is testing the cir-
culation of the Saturday Evening Post, Liberty, Colliers, and
Life, The test has produced some startling results on maga-
zine readership which threaten to challenge the ABC method
of measuring circulation. The following chart shows the latest
results obtained from the study. They are interesting because
they reveal magazine circulations which have not been hereto-
fore realized,
(l) Based on: Lucas, D,B,, "A Rigid Technique for lueasuring
the Impression Values of Specific J-iagazine Advertisements,"
The Journal of Applied Psychology
.




AS RcIPORTED BY TEE C»IITTKE AS PfiOJECTED TO POPUIATION
Collier's reaches 13 ,79^ of all people
Liberty reaches 12,0?^ of all people
Life reaches 19,l?o of all people






Oeneral Conclusions on the Recognition Test
The recognition test has Its limitations, but for the
purposes for which it is designed, it is an extremely valid
test, ^is is especially true of the controlled recognttion
test which eliminates many, if not all, of the faults of the
test in its original form and in the form developed by LJil,
Clark
The value of the test in specific instances is determined
by the care and experience of the testing agency. The test is
best applied on a large scale by comercial rese€ircg agencies
or large publications. It can be applied to newspaper as well
as magazine advertising. In its application to newspaper ad-
vertising, interviewing must be applied Immediately after the
newspaper has been released.
(l) Report No, 4, Life's Continuing Study of liagazine Audiences
.
September 1, 1940, page, 13.

Chapter VIII.
THE MINOR COPY TESTS
Up to the present time, the five major copy tests have
been discussed. There are various other copy tests in re-
latively active use. Some of these deserve mention because
they were prominent at one time, or because they promise to
become important in the future.
The Eye Cameras
One of the more recent techniques used in the testing of
copy is the eye camera, a device which measxires eye moveaoents
over a printed page. It tests advertising by measuriig the
eye movements of a subject as he looks at an advertisement
»
It is based on the principle that the items which a reader
looks at for the longest period of time are those items which
attract the greatest attention and interest. The idea for the
eye camera was an outgrowth of the scanning method of H.K,
Nixon, He would study eye movements by observing a subject
in the process of reading a magazine. The reader would not be
conscious of his presence. This made for some condition of
naturalness. Otheir early work in this field was done by
Meyers, Holstead, Eofflnan, V/ellman, and Carmichael,
The Brandt Eye Camera
As early as 1935, the advertising world was in possession




Branclt JEye Camera, the work of Dr. Herroan F« Brandt, Professor
of Psychology at Drake University, The first eye camera was a
somewhat tmwieldly thing. It was not in any sense portable.
With the Brandt camera, tiny beams of light are directed against
the eye. The reflections of these beams with the various move-
ments of the eye is photographed on a strip of motion picture
film. Since its original edition, the Brandt camera has been
greatly improved. At the present time, there is a portable
edition of the camera. In the work of Look l^iagazine, it has
been used to measure numerous things in which the editors of
that publication were interested in. A few of these are:
1. The amount of time spent on each page by each subject.
2. The number of irnits on each page seen by the subject.
3. The number of subjects who saw each headline, each
illustration, etc.
4. The amount of time spent on each part of the page.
5. The order in which the page was scrutinized.
6. The difference in observation between male and female.
7. The differences in observation according to vocation.
The chief objection to the camera has been that it cannot be
used under conditions closely approximating those of actual
newspaper and magazine reading. The development of the por-
table camera has made possible the use of the test in the home
of the subject which better approximates those conditions. Look
Iviagazine has found the camera valtiable in the designing of its
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publication. Look is the only organization which, has the right
to use the Brandt camera commercially. Recently, permission was
granted to the i>iarshall Field Department Store in Chicago to em-
ploy the camera in testing its advertising* (l)
Thompson and Luce-Scanacord
The second important eye camera is the Scanacord. It is the
joint invention of copywriter Herbert Thompson and art direc;tor
Leonard Luce, both of whom are connected with the Arthur Kudner
Advertising Agency in New York, Previously, they had been with
McCann-Erickson, where in their spare time, they had devised a
check list of elements in an advertisement whose presence or ab-
sence meant success or failure for the advertisement. At McCann-
iSrickson, however, they failed to arouse their employer's inter-
est. In the spring of 1938, they pulled up stakes and planned to
start a research agency of their own. They hoped to offer adver-
tisers an exclusive advertisement evaluation service. They claimed
that their reports wo\ild compare favorably with those of LJ»I, Clark,
Arthur Kudner became interested in them, however, and invited them
to join his organization, which they promptly did. By the spring
of 1939, all Kudner advertisements were being evaluated by the
Thompson-Luce method. As their reports were pre-testing in nature,
they had a great advantage over the LJd, Clark reports which were
based on a post-testing method.
While with Arthur Kudner, they became interested in the work
(l) Based on class interviews and the series of articles printed in
Tide Magazine in the early part of 1940,
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of Look Magazine with the Brandt Eye Camera. They began work
on an eye camera of their ovm, ITieir camera, christened the
Scanacord, was introduced in March, 1939, It works on the fol-
lowing basis. The subject is asked to sit in front of the
Scanacord, The operator then adjusts the subject's head and
the camera so that the light from each eye reflects upon one
of the camera's two films. One of these films runs horizon-
tally urtiile the other runs vertically. The subject is asked
to look at a series of advertisements combined with editorial
matter. Afterwards, the film is developed and the two films
are run through a projector together, and a series of dots are
projected upon the page itself. It is an improvement over the
Brandt Ejre Camera in that it is easier to operate, and it mea-
sures both vertical and horizontal eye movements. The value
of the camera is still somewhat doubtfxil because of the sub-
jectivity involved in its use. (l)
The Purdue ^ye Camera
The newest eye camera development is the Purdue Eye Camera,
designed at Purdue University, This camera introduces a new
twist to eye camera technique. It does not employ the conven-
tional movie film, but obtains still pictures. The camera al-
lows the reader to leaf through a periodical at his leisure.
The material is placed at ordinary reading distance from the
reader. There is no necessity for the reader to look through
special eye pieces. Various advantages are claimed for this
new camera,
(l) Based on class interviews with i..r. Thompson and kr. Luce
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1, The equipment is extremely light and portable.
2, It enables the reader to match his ordinary reading
habits,
3, There is no restricted area of reading material.
4, The jihotographed record obtained is very easily
interpreted,
5, The method has proven itself to be both reliable and
valid.
6, The reading material is continuously identified on
the film itself, (l)
The eye camera promises to become an important supplement
to other copy tests. Its use is not limited to the scanning
of advertisements and editorial matter, however, and it will
probably see use in various other fields such as package de-
sign, design attractiveness of labels, and the comparative
attractiveness of window and counter displays, as well as in
the field of publication.
The Check List as a Copy Test
The check list as a copy test has enjoyed a unique his-
tory. It has frequently risen to a place of success, only to
end up in failure. It would be impossible to name all of the
check lists which have been developed. Most check lists have
received little attention. There are a few, however, which
have attracted wide attention,
(l) Based on Karslake, J.S,, "The Purdue iiye Camera: A Prac-
tical Apparatus for Studying the Attention Value of Adver-
tisements," Joumal of Applied Psychology
,




The check list goes back as far as 1914, In that year,
John I^e Mahin published his list of ten questions to pre check
the effectiveness of advertisements. Mr. Mahin mas the presi-
dent of a large advertising agency which he insisted employ his
test on all advertisements before they were sent to the publish-
ers, llie check list involved the following questions:
1. Is the advertisement Institutional?
2. Is it Natural?
3. Is it Consistent?
4. Is it Specific?
5. Is it Timely?
6. Is it Pertinent?
7. Is it Persistent?
8. Is it Sincere?
9. Is it Authoritative?
10. It is believable?
The Mahin teste are still in use to a small extant. They cannot
be depended upon to give a definitely valid and reliable check
on advertising, but they do give a general indication as to the
effectiveness of advertisements, (l)
Townsend and TpTmsend. Inc.
W.S, and A.J. Townsend present two of the most unique fi-
gures in the history of advertising. They started their careers
in the early 20s' as salesmen for the Fry Equipment Company, a
manufacturer of gasoline pumps. They came into power in the firm
(l) BeHatty, Charles and Ruth, "The Mahin Tests," " O.S. & A
,
(November 9, 1940) vol 11. pp. 4-6,

and were lucky or smart enough to sell out in 1928, Their
next venture was in Tom Thumb golf, a fad which they developed,
made a success of, and got out of before the idea collapsed.
They again went back to selling, this time, they sold the ser-
vices of the Sales Analysis Institute, a market research organi'
zation, -Oiile working for this firm, they developed what was
to become the famous Townsend 27 points. They started an agen-
cy offering their advertising evaluation to advertisers. They
claimed that the success or failure of an advertisement could
be determined by gauging the presence or absence of the 27
points triiich they had developed. Their organization was star-
ted in the latter part of 1937, and it was given great impetus
by a rousing publicity campaign. By February 1938, they had
signed up 12 agencies and 11 advertisers representing yearly
billings of ^26,240,000, They kept their 27 points a closely
guarded secret. Their success was short lived, however. Ad-
vertising men were quick to criticize their method. The re-
sults which they obtained failed to measure up to the clains
which they had made. Soon, the name, Townsend and Townsend,
Jnc, became nothing but a fabulous memory, (l)
Harry M, Gould
Some twenty years ago, Harry M, Gould developed a scoring
method of advertising evaluation as a requirement for his stu-
dies in an advanced field of psychology. Since that time, he
(l) Tyler, J.S,, "Townsend and Townsend, Inc,, Advertising
Evaliaation," Advertising and Selling , (february, 1938)
vol, 31, pp, 31-4, 70,72.
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has liad ample opportunity to extend his findings and to subject
his method to rigid testing. He has been vice-president of the
Mitchell Faust Agency, promotion manager of Cosmopolitan iviaga-
zine, the New York Herald Tribune, and Conde Nast Publications.
He is now director of research for This Week Magazine. He has
devised a method of scoring advertisements on the basis of a
series of "SDoints which he considers necessary to the success of
an advertisement. These points have been developed after years
of experimentation with actual tests. As they stand today, they
are:
I. Attention Value III. Feeling Value
a. Intensity of Sensation
b. Strikingness
c. Clearness
















a. Intensity of sensation
b. Strikingness








c. Appeal to instincts
d. Appeal to emotions
e« Specific directions
f, Authoritativeness
g. Personal appeal (1)
(l) Gould, Harry M., "Seminar in Advertising Svaltiation," Ad-
vertising and Selling . (March, 1939) page 45.
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His method is chiefly applicable to comparisons, although as
the operator becomes more familiar with the technique, the
test may be applied to single advertisements. Mr« Gould claims
the following advantages for his test:
1. It is the only test that is free from outside factors,
2. It is capable of measuring the all around effectiveness
of an advertisement.
3. It reveals the best advertisements with the reasons why
they are best.
4. It is a pre-test, (l)
Richard I^^nville
The most recent check list is the one developed by Richard
Manville, advertising analyst of the Newell-Emmett Company, Inc.
His check list is out? anding for its simplicity. He uses only
seven points in his *Mnster Check List,' His technique is em-
bodied in the following quotation:
As you look at a pair of advertisements, ask
yourself:
Which of these two advertisements:
1. To the right market
2. Offers satisfaction most clearly
3. -ith ±h.r least possible distraction
4. In the most specific terms
5. With the greatest assiirance to the reader
6. And at least expenditure of effort
7. Or money (2)
In order to make sense out of this quotation, it is necessary
to read it as if it were one senteice rather than 7 separate
items.
(1) Based on Ibid,
(2) I'lanville, Richard, "A Study of Advertising CoTDy that Gives
People V%at They Really "Want," Printers Ink Weekly
.
(Janviary 10, 1941), vol. 194, page 33.
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This technique has received some favorable comment from
men in the advertising field. It is, as yet, a new and im-
tried check list. Time and use will be the determining fac-
tors in its success.
Advantages of the Check List as a Copy Test
1, It is a pre-test,
2, It is inexpensive,
3, It gives a specific evaluation of an advertisement.
4, It can be run in a short time.
Disadvantages of the Check List as a Copy Test
1, It is not a proved technique.
2, Different operators are apt to get different results,
3, There is no universally accepted method.
4, Its failure i© the past is a blot on its use,
5, Once check list is not applicable to all advertisements.
General Conclusions on Check Lists
There are various other check lists enjoying active use.
One of these is the Thompson-Luce check list which was men-
tioned previously. All R.H, Macy advertisements are tested with
a check list, Aitho^jgh enthusiastically applauded by their
proponents, most advertising men do not have very much faith
in the check list for practical advertising evaluation. The
Townsend affair was an important factor in lowering the popular
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acceptance of the test. It is the author's personal opinion
that the test has value in a supplementary way. It is inex-
pensive to administer and through its constant use, a tech-
nique may be developed which will be of definite practical




One of the original intentions of this study was to present
numerous examples of the application of copy testing in the actual
testing of advertisements. The fact that companies are reluctant
to release for general publication the results of their tests made
this impossible. In its place, a study is now presented which
gives a picture of the widespread use of copy testing and the va-
lue which advertisers give to the various tests. The study, con-
ducted by D,E, Robinson, General Manager and Director of Research
of the Federal Advertising Agency, employed a carefully worded
questionnaire which first described the copy tests and then inquired
of the recipients the extent to Ti^ich they were employed. The fol-
lowing chart presents a composite of the results obtained from
96 questionnaires which were returned,
NUMBER AND PERCEInITAGE OF TBIES EACH TEST WAS USED
Very Moderately Of little
Kind of Test Used Helpful Helpful or nc> help
no.
. i no. Jl no. no.
Triple Associates 11 4.5 2 2.9 9 6.2 0.0
Recognition 48 19.6 10 14.7 34 23.7 4 11.5
Identification 33 13,5 4 5.9 22 16.0 7 20,0
Coupon Returns 44 17.9 16. 23.5 22 16.0 6 17.1
Hidden Offer 24 9.8 7 10.3 12 8.3 5 14.3
Split H\m 15 6.1 4 5.9 9 6.2 2 5.7
Controlled Opinion 28 11.4 10 14.7 13 9.0 5 4.3
Check List 14 5.7 5 7.4 7 4.8 2 5.7
Sales Test 28 11.4 10 14.7 14. 9.7 4 11.4
Any other 1 0.1 0^0 1 0.1 0.0
Totals 246 100.0 68 100.0 143 100.0 35 100.0
(1)
(l) Robinson, D.E., "Copy Testing Verdict by Printer's Ink Market
Jury, " Printer's Ink Weekly
.




The test would seem to indicate widespread use of copy testing,
but a lack of faith and value in the results obtained from it.
The fact that in 90^ of the cases shown, advertisers found the
tests moderately helpful or very helpful indicates a futiire for
copy testing, however.
Copy testing is really still in the early stages of its de-
velopment. There is no one test which can be absolutely depen-
ded upon in every case. The failures which have occurred in
testing are not all attributable to the tests themselves, how-
ever. The method of application of the test has a great deal
to do with the value of the results obtained, f,R. Coutant,
in an article entitled "Copy Testing Technique," gives the
following reasons for failure in many copy testing attempts,
1. -t^ttempts to assay too many elements at
one time,
2* i^ressing for speed and low cost.
3, Inability to recognize or develop a
finding,
4, Use of the wrong method for the task,
5, Lack of fundamental knowledge of ad-
vertising functions. (l)
This list adequately sums up the chief reasons for advertising's
failure to use copy testing to advantage.
The future should see a steady developuent in the employ-
ment of copy testing methods to advertising. This statement is
based on several noticeable trends,
1. Advertisers are waking up to the existence of advertis-
ing research methods.
TIT Coutant, F.R,, "Copy Testing Technique," Printer's Ink Weekly «
(January 3, 1935), vol, 170, p. 58.
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2, Colleges and universities are preparing students to
enter into the field of advertising research. This
is important because the field lacks able men.
3. Ccanpetition amongst agencies will require expansion
of copy testing activities in order to cut down
waste advertising.
4« Oovy testing is a natural development in the field
of advertising, just as other types of research
have developed in other fields.
In concluding this study, a perfect setting for con-
cltision is found in the following quotation.
The artists may crowd out the photographers,
dramatic writers may become copywriters and
cop3rwriters become account executives. But
copy testers are likely to continue to be
kept busy, because we still stand in the door-
way trfiere we came in. V^e still say that there
can neirer be fomulae for preparing good ad-
vertisements , but new ideas are no better than
the extent to which they stand under competent
testing.
The number of qualified testers of advertising
will increase, we hope; may the Lord give them
wisdom and a gentle touch, for there is nothing
in advertising so fragile and easily crushed
by crude handling as a new borii good idea for
copy, (l)
(l) Anonymous, "V/hat Copy Testers Findings Can Tell the Advertiser,"
Advertising and Selling
.
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